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CHINESE BUSINESS WORKSHOP
PLANNED AT U OF M

(FOR IHMEDIATE RELEASE)

The fifth annual "Doing Business with China" workshop will be May 12 at the

University of Minnesota.

This year's theme is "Update '86: China and Technology Transfer." Session

topics will include investment and trade in China, using available resources to

establish a company in China, legal aspects of technology licensing and case studies

of such licensing.

Speakers will include Ding Chen of the China International Trust and Investment

Corp., Huang Zhirong, Chinese counsel general in Chicago, Ron Kramer of the

U.S. Commerce Department Minneapolis office, William Dietrich of the Minnesota Trade

Office, David Hughes of the U.S. Commerce Department Chicago office, and Patrick

Leung of the Faegre and Benson lcm firm. Executi ves from corporations dong business

with China also will be present.

An exhibit of products and services useful in Chinese trade will be displayed

at the workshop, which will be at the Earle Brown Center on the university's St.

Paul campus.

Cost of the program is $60. For registration or more information, call John

Ness at the University of Minnesota China Center, (612) 376-2593.
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U OF M SYMPOSIUM TO HONOR FRANCIS J. PETTIJOHN

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

"New Perspectives in Basin Analysis," a symposium in honor of geologist Francis

J. Pettijohn, will be May 8 and 9 at the Radisson University Hotel 1n Minneapolis.

Pettijohn, a University of Minnesota alumnus, will receive an honorary

doctorate from the university at a 6 p.m. banquet May 8 in the Campus Club of

Coffman Union on the Minneapolis campus. Pettijohn is one of the founders of basin

analysis, the large-scale study of sedimentary basins.

Symposium speakers will discuss the formation, eVOlution and study of ancient

and modern sedimentary basins around the world. A post-meeting field trip to some

of the world's oldest sedimentary basins ne~r Ely, Eveleth and Cloquet in northern

Minnesota will leave from the hotel at 4 p.m. May 9 and return by 5 p.m. May 11.

Cost of the symposium is $45 for professionals and $25 for students if paid in

advance, or $65 and $35, respectively, at the door. The banquet is $25, and the

field trip $125. To register call Lori Graven at (612) 373-5361. For information

on the program content call Karen Kleinspehn, (612) 373-4078. For information on

the field trip call Richard W. Ojakangas at (218) 726-7923.
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MEttO TO NEtiS PEOPLE

A task force on intercollegiate athletics will present preliminary

recommendations Thursday (Hay 8) to the University of Minnesota Board of Regents,

which 'Ilill meet 1n Rochester, Thursday and Friday (Hay 9).

The 22-member panel has been working since February to come up with ways to

improve university intercollegiate athletics. President Kenneth H. Keller told the

group he wanted recommendations, not a philosophical statement.

Keller asked the group to look at several issues, including recruiting,

athletes as students, athletes' personal development y selection and evaluation of

coaches, finances, organization and off-campus interest groups.

Keller has said he would like to discuss the panel's suggestions at a June 1

,meeting of Big Ten Conference college and university presidents.

Panel chair Steve Dunham, university vice president and general counsel, will

present the recommendations during a staff and student affairs committee meeting

Thursday afternoon in room 120A of the Rochester Continuing Education Center.

Regents also will continue discussing preparation standards for the Twin

Cities, Duluth and Horris campuses. As part of "A Commitment to Focus," Keller

suggested uniform preparation standards for incoming students. Special committee

chair \1. Andrew Collins of the Institute of Child Development presented the group's

recommendations to regents last month.

Most objections have centered around the two-year foreign language requirement.

(OVER)
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Several regents worried that students from small schools wouldn't ~ave access to two

years of language classes.

Regents also will vote on a 1986-87 bUdget plan during their meeting Friday.

Here is a sample of agenda items. All meetings are in the

Rochester Continuing Education Center, 1200 S. Broadway.

Thursday, ~1ay 8

--Educational policy and planning committee, 1:30 p.m., room 120A. Responses to

"A Commitment to Focus" from the Duluth campus, medical residency programs and

College of Pharmacy.

--Physical planning and operations committee, 1:30 p.m., room 125. Discussion

of a proposed Law School addition, which would be leased for continuing legal

education classes.

The following two committees will meet after the 1:30 meetings adjourn.

--Staff and student affairs committee, room 120A. Student activity fees,

athletics task force recommendations.

--Finance and legislative committee, room 125.

Friday,· nay 9

--Committee of the whole, 8:30 a.m., room 120A. Budget plan and preparation
!

standards.

--Regular monthly meeting after committee of whole adjourns, room 120A. Final

action on committee votes.

-UNS-
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U OF M SYMPOSIUM TO EXAMINE
EAST ASIAN MEDIA, CULTURE

(FOR Iln1EDIATE RELEASE)

Communication, politics and culture in China and Japan will be discussed at a

symposium at the University of Minnesota Thursday and Friday (May 8 and 9).

The symposium will examine three questions:

--Will declining but artistically vibrant traditional arts survive the threat

from social change and modern media?

--How do mass media influence the shape of elite and mass politics in Japan?

--How do mass media in China interact with democracy, post-Mao Tse-tung

ideology and political transition?

Professors from across the country \i111 give presentations on such topics as

comedians' dialogues in contemporary China and mass media and political transition

in Hong Kong.

The symposium \rlill begin at 1:30 p.m. Thursday, when presentations will deal

with traditional arts in contemporary societies. Friday morning sessions, which

begin at 9:15, will be on political communication in Japan. Afternoon sessions,

beginning at 1:30, will be on China's political communication. All sessions will be

in Coffman Union's Theater Lecture Hall.

For more information, call Linda tlilson, (612) 376-8615.

-ur~s-
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'THE COMBDY OF BOORS' TO PLAY AT U OF M

(FOR IHMBJ)IAT! RILEASI)

Un-lveralty''fhea-ter at the Unlversltr ot Mlnnesota wlll present Sbakeapeare'.

-The Comedy ot Errors" May 9 through June 1 ln the Stoll Thrust Theater ln Rarlg

center on the we,t bank ot the Mlnneapolis campus.

The trankly comic play -- thought to be one ot Shakespeare's tirst -- opens

with a tather, newly arrived in Ephesus, telling the tale ot his twin sons and the

twin sona ot a servant. When the children were babies, all were caught in a storm

at sea. His wite took one ot their sons and a servant ohild, while he took the

otber son and servant ohild. Tbe sbip split apart during tbe storm, leaving the

tather to aearob many years tor bis wite and otber son. He doesn't know that tbe

three live in Ephesus.

Tbe son and servant, wbo bave been close to tbe tatber, also arrive in town,

Just as much in the dUk_'Jbe plot u-eoa.p.l.1oatU-by-the tact tbat hotll-.aona are

named Ailtipbolu8 and botb servants are oalled Drom10. Everyone in tbe town soon

beoolBeshighly contused. Everytbing is explained in tbe end, though, wben all tbe

characters tinally meet tace to tac~.

"The Comedyot Errors" will be direoted by Charles Nolte. Pertormanoes will be

Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m., Sundays at 3 p.m. Admission in $6, $5 tor

etUdent., aeniors and university statt with identitioation. For turtber intormation

or reservations oall (612) 313-2331 betore May 24; atter May 24 call 625-4001.

-UNS-
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THAI EDUCATOR RECEIVES
U OF MALUMNI AWARD

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Wichit Srisa-an, rector of Sukothai Thammathirat Open University in Thailand,

was given an Outstanding Achievement Award from the University of Minnesota's Board

of Regents May 6.

The award is given to alumni in recognition of unusual professional

achievements and outstanding leadership.

Srisa-an brought the idea of "distance education" to his country, according to

university and Thai educators. Distance education involves using various media to

transmi t courses and programs. He is one of the founders of the Open Universi ty,

which provides higher education opportunities to students in rural and inaccessible

areas through correspondence material and radio and television broadcasts.

"Dr. Witchit's vision and energy have provided the driving force for the

university's characteristically progressive approach to distance education employing

a multimedia format," wrote Kasem Suwanagul, rector of Chulalongkorn University in

Bangkok. "Dr. Witchit can therefore claim to be not only a leading innovator in the

academic world but also an educator in the wider, philanthropic sense in that he

directs and inspires an organization that seeks to bring enlightenment and awareness

to the lay population of his nation as a whole."

-UNS-
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PRESS CRITIC TO SPEAK AT U OF M

{FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE}

Alexander Cockburn, columnist for the Nation and the Wall Street Journal, will

speak on "The Idea of Press Criticism" at the University of Minnesota May 14.

Cockburn will give the 1986 Silha Lecture at 4 p.m. at the Radisson University

Hotel, on the east bank of the university's Minneapolis campus.

Cockburn also writes for the Atlantic, Harper's and the New York Review of

Books. He wrote commentaries on the press and the political economy for the Village

Voice for 10 years. Born in Scotland in 1941, raised in Ireland and educated at

Oxford University, Cockburn wrote for the New Statesman and the London Times

Literary Supplement before coming to the United States in 1973.

The lecture is sponsored by the Silha Center for Media Ethics and Law. The

center is devoted to the study of broader principles and concepts that make up the

intellectual core of major legal and ethical issues in journalism and mass

communication.

-UNS-
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RICHARD CHAKOLIS TO DIRECT
SUMMER YOUTH PROGRAM AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Richard Chakolis, head wrestling and cross-country coach at Minneapolis North

High School, has been appointed activity director of the National Youth Sports

Program (NYSP) to be on the University of Minnesota Twin Cities campus June 16

through July 18.

Willie C. Owens, basketball, track and cross-country coach at Minneapolis

Community College, will be an assistant director.

The NYSP, established in 1969, is sponsored by the National Collegiate Athletic

Association (NCAA) and cooperating institutions. The program is open to boys and

girls between the ages of 10 and 16 and is designed to provide an opportunity for

disadvantaged children to participate in group sports.

"The program is a great opportunity for kids whose families don't have the

financial means to send them to summer camps," Chakolis said. "The participants

will receive professional athletic instruction as well as vocational and educational

guidance that will help make them better students."

Early registration is encouraged because the program, which will run from 8:30

a.m. to 1: 30 p.m. each day, is limited to 250 participants.

For more information or an application, contact the National Youth Sports

Program, 16 Morrill Hall, 100 Church St. S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55455, (612) 373-

7945, or 624-3533.

-UNS-
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M&~O TO NEWS PEOPLE

Beginning Tuesday (May 13) University News Service writers will have new

telephone numbers. The university is phasing in a new telecommunication system on

the Twin Cities campus. Installation should be completed by the end ot summer.

What this means to you is that we'll be able -- once we get the hang of it --

to transfer calls and do other modern phone stuff.

Here's a list of news service writers, new phone numbers and a partial list of

responsibilities:

--Drew Darling, 624-0214

Law School, School of Management, Humphrey Institute, University Press

--Scott Elton, 624-9044

Broadcast services

--Pat KasZUba, managing editor, 624-8520

University administration

--Deane Morrision, 624-2346

Sciences, agriculture and arts

--Gwen Ruff, 624-5228

Social sciences, university administration, liberal arts, education

--Mary Stanik, Health Sciences Public Relations, 624-5100 (already switched)

University Hospital, Medical School, dentistry, public health, patient information

--Sandy Tauer, 624-4082

Parking passes, mailing list updates, hometown news

-UNS-
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ELZAY NAMED U OF M DENTISTRY DEAN

(FOR I~{EDIATE RELEASE)

Richard P. Elzay, professor and chair of oral pathology at the Medical College

of Virginia School of Dentistry, has been named dean of the University of Minnesota

School of Dentistry.

Elzay, who will begin his new duties July 1, will succeed Ri~hard Oliver.
"

"I consider it a distinct honor and privilege to come to an institution of

excellence such as the University of Minnesota," Elzay said. "I look forward to

working with the faculty and the dental community concerning the various

opportunities and challenges facing the profession as it plots its course to meet

the dental health needs of I'1innesotans."

A 1960 graduate of the Indiana University School of Dentistry, Elzay also holds

a master's degree in dentistry from Indiana University. He has been at the Medical

College of Virginia since 1962. He became an assistant professor in 1964, an

associate professor in 1966 and has been professor and chair of oral pathology since

1969. Elzay, 54, was assistant dean for academic affairs at the School of

Dentistry, Medical College of Virginia, which is part of Virginia Commonwealth

University, from 1970 to 1974.

Neal Vanselow, University of Minnesota vice president for health slciences, said

"Dr. Elzay is a respected dental educator with many years of administrative

experience as a department chair and as an assistant dean. We are confident he will

provide outstanding leadership for our school of dentistry, which has always been

ranked one of the nation's finest."

Elzay also is the author of numerous scientific publications and is an

editorial consultant to the Journal of the American Dental Association.

(A1,3,19;B1,4) -UNS-
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U OF MREGENTS HEAR PRELIMINARY REPORT
FROM ATHLETICS TASK FORCE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

ROCHESTER--Recommendations from a University of Minnesota committee studying

intercollegiate athletics fall into the areas of student-athletes' academic progress

and personal development and administrative organization.

Task force chair Stephen Dunham presented a preliminary report to a university

Board of Regents commi ttee Thursday (May 8). A final report will be presented to

university president Kenneth H. Keller May 15.

As part of its recommendations, the 22-member group is writing a "mission and

value statement" for intercollegiate athletics. If he accepts the recommendations,

Keller would issue a directive on the administrative structure needed to carry out

changes, Dunham said.

Dunham described to regents several specific recommendations on:

--Freshman ineligibility in football and men's basketball.

--Raising grade point averages required for students to continue participating

in intercollegiate athletics. Those standards probably will be higher than current

Big 10 standards.

--Developing a "compact" spelling out "what the respective commitments and

obligations are for students and the university."

--A summer orientation program for student-athletes who arrive for practice

before fall quarter. The orientation would help students "see the universi ty as a

broader educational institution earlier."

(HORE)
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--Increasing black student-athletes' contact with the Twin Cities black

community.

--Reviewing athletic directors' job descriptions and whom they report to.

--Considering students' academio progress in a coach's annual performance

review.

Regent Erwin Goldfine of Duluth asked if the universi ty was going to have a

period of "fairly miserable, losing seasons."

Charles Casey, regent from West Concord, said: "1 think there's a lot of

feeling out there that they're not compatible and by raising standards, you're

automatically conceding you're not going to win."

Task force members don't believe their recommendations will harm

competitiveness and don't see a conflict between athletic and academic success and

personal development, Dunham said.

Regents, meeting at the university's continuing education center in Rochester

Thursday and Friday, also continued discussing proposed preparation standards. As

part of his "A Commitment to Focus" plan to streamline and improve the university,

Keller charged a committee with recommending courses for high school students who

want to attend the university.

Regents are concerned that minority students and students from small school

districts wouldn't be able to meet the standards, particularly the two years of a

second language.

Regent David Lebedoff of Minneapolis said the university has to use clear,

simple language to get the message out that students still could be admitted and

could take the courses after they come to the university.

The committee recommended continUing individual review of prospective students

to ensure that those who don't meet the proposed standards but have other qualities

that predict academic success can be admitted. Students would be able to complete

recommended courses throughout the university's colleges and schools, not just in

(MORE)
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General College, as some people have suggested, Keller told the regents.

Several regents said the board and administrators have to remain flexible in

implementing standards and have to be sensi tive to the concerns. The universt ty

should help smaller school districts develop ways to offer the courses and make sure

students are aware of opportunities to take recommended courses at the university.

John Taborn, chair of a task force studying how "A Commitment to Focus" changes

will affect minority students, told regents that his group generally supports the

recommended standards. But the task force has discussed several concerns, such as

using alternatives to standardized tests and what vagueness about constitutes a

foreign language.

Making sure counselors, teachers and other public school personnel are informed

of the proposed standards will be very important in ensuring that minority students

continue to come to the university, Taborn said.

Minneapolis regent Wenda Moore agreed, adding that parents have to be aware of

the recommendations so they can advise their children and keep pressure on high

school counselors.

Regents also approved a 1986-87 budget with $410 million for operations and

maintenance and $65 million in special state allocations.

-UNS-
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TITANIC DISCOVERER TO SPEAK AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Stewart E. Harris, crew leader of the expedition that discovered the sunken

Titanic, will speak on "ARGO Beyond Titanic: Capabilities for Deep-Ocean

Exploration" at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday (May 14) in the Radisson University Hotel, 615

Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis.

He will discuss ARGO, the unmanned instrument platform designed for deep-ocean

search and survey that delivered the first pictures of the famous shipwreck, the

reasons for its development and what deep-ocean technology will do next. His

presentation will include footage of the Titanic and scenes from the expedition.

Harris' talk is sponsored by the University of Minnesota's Institute of

Technology Alumni Society. Admission is free to society members; $5 for non-members

and $2 for students. For further information or for tickets, call the society at

(612) 373-2466.

-UNS-
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ETHICAL DILEMMAS IN ELDERLY HEALTH CARE
SUBJECT OF U OF MLECTURE SERIES

(FOR IMMEIDATE RELEASE)

A series of lectures on ethical dilemmas in health care for the elderly,

sponsored by the University of Minnesotoa Biomedical Ethics Center and the Bakken

Library of Electricity in Life, will be on alternate Thursdays at 7 p.m. from May 15

to July 24. The lectures, to be held at the Bakken Library, 3537 Zenith Ave. S.,

Minneapolis, are free and open to the pUblic.

Lecture schedule is as follows:

Hay 15 "Growing Old in Minnesota," Dr. Chris Cassell. The nationally known

gerontologist will provide an overview of the ethical, economic and sociological

problems associated with growing old.

Hay 29 "Care and Feeding of the Terminally Ill," Dr. Steven Miles.

Examination of the legal and ethical concerns associated with nutrition for the

terminally ill.

June 12 "Pain, Suffering and Killing," Dr. Ronald Cranford. Cranford, a

university neurologist and bioethicist, will discuss the concepts of pain and

suffering, new life-sustaining technologies and dying and incompetent patients.

June 26 "When Children Become Parents to their Parents: Alternatives in Care

for the Elderly," Kitty Smith. The institutionalization of dying and examination

of alternatives such as home health care and hospices. Ethical issues of death and

dying will be discussed by Smith, a registered nurse.

(MORE)
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July 10 "Ethics, Economics and the Elderly," Al Jonsen. Jonsen, a

bioethicist at the University of California at San Francisco, will discuss the

changing face of health care and the distribution of justice for the aged in

the allocation of scarce medical resources.

JUly 24 "Live and Let Die: A Look at Advance Directives," Gay Moldow and

Evelyn Van Allen. Moldow, social work supervisor at the Minneapolis Veterans

Administration Medical Center, and Van Allen, coordinator of the Minnesota Network

for Institutional Ethics Committees, will explain living wills, durable power of

attorney and legal and ethical issues involved in planning for death and dying.

-UNS-
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INDIAN DANCER TO PERFORM AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Acclaimed dancer Alarmel Valli will pertorm DharataNatyam, the olassical dance

ot South India, Sunday and Tuesday (May 18 and 20) at 7 p.m. in the University ot

Minnesota's St. Paul Student Center Theater, 2017 Duford Ave•

•Dharata Natyam, the temple dance of South India, has been ca,lled one ot the

world's most subtle, sophisticated and graceful danoe styles. It is lyrical in

concept and execution, combining the intricacies of technique with emotional

interpretation through gesture and expression.

Valli has performed throughout the world, dancing tor audiences in the major

cities of Europe and Asia. Her previous pertormances in the Twin Cities were to

standing-room-only. audiences. She will be accompanied by violin, voice, nattuvangam

(cymbals) and mridansam (South Indian drum). Her appearance is sponsored by

Natyakala: Minnesota Society tor South Asian Dance and the university's St. Paul

Campus Student Union.

Tickets are $8; $5 for students, and seniors. Tickets are available at the door

or by calling 625-7788.

-UNS-
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MINNESOTA PHYSICIST RAPS IDOLATRY, ALIENATION OF SCIENCE

(EMBARGOED UNTIL MAY 29)

Science has become our state religion, scientists our infallible priests and

scientific theories our icons and salva tion, a Universi ty of Minnesota physicist

says.

Roger Jones spoke on "Idolatry and Alienation in Science," at the American

Association for the Advancement of Science meeting in Philadelphia Thursday (May

29) •

Jones' views are controversial, but he has found support among beginning

physics students and others who are turned off by math and science, especially

physical sciences. One reason for their alienation is that scientists don't stress

that scientific ideas are all creations of the human mind, no less so than the works

of poets, musicians and philosophers, Jones said in an interview.

"Because science claims to deal with objective descriptions of an ultimate

reality, we tend to treat its images as external and independent of their human

creators," he said. "When we lose sight of the human source of an image it becomes an

idol -- a symbol to which we attribute an absolute and objective authority. In

effect, we idolize the concepts and theories of science."

Few people realize how much scientists of the past and present ewe to their own

cultural heritage, Jones said. Even the great astronomer Copernicus struggled for

many years because his observations of the planets' movements around the sun seemed

to violate the platonic view of a perfectly ordered universe.

(MORE)
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"That view held that the universe was in perfect harmony, and so the planets

must have perfect orbits, namely circular ones," Jones said. "But Copernicus saw that

the orbits were elliptical. It was only when he realized that the sun was at one of

the foci of the ellipse that he could accept the data, because the focus of an

ellipse plays the same role as the center of a circle in mathematical terms. That

allowed him to retain the idea of platonic perfection in the universe.-

Another example of human bias in science is some scientists' attempts to

quantify the elusive trait of intelligence by standardized IQ tests. A third is

reductionism, the theory that natural phenomena can always be reduced to simpler

elements such as mathematical terms.

Jones also takes issue with behaviorist B.F. Skinner, who has argued against the

concept of an "autonomous man," holding instead that the mind can be explained in

terms of responses to experience. Skinner's views contrast sharply with those of

other psychologists, notably Carl Jung, who took an intuitive and mythical view of

the world, Jones said.

The current worship of science scares non-scientists, Jones said. Those fears

surface in three areas: fear of technology, fear of the quantitative and fear of

meaninglessness. Fear of technology is justified by the threat of nuclear war or

environmental pollution and should be addressed in classrooms, he said.

Math anxiety is "the tip of the iceberg" of fears felt by people who see the

world in intuitive and qualitative terms. To them, it often seems that the feats of

science and technology reap all the laurels.

Jones said they might ask: "tofhat maya poet hope to accomplish that can possibly

compare to the achievements of an engineer?"

To understand the fear of meaninglessness, one need only look at the current

model of the universe -- a cosmic bang that led to immense, cold stretches of empty

space, with Earth a tiny speck of dust orbiting a "second-rate star." The events

that led to life and consciousness were random, without purpose or value. It is no

(MORE)
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wonder human beings are alienated and cowed by such a picture, Jones said.

Instead of feeling helpless in a world governed by cold mathematical equations,

everyone should look at this as just one way of trying to make sense of the physical

world, he said. Science shouldn't be allowed to overshadow the abilities of poets,

artists or intuitive thinkers, who have their own ways of looking at the world. Yet

this is just what many non-science students, who may hold religious or other non

scientific beliefs, fear most.

"People may walk into a science classroom sometimes and think their last

vestiges of belief or security will be blown away," he said. "Because its

accomplishments are more obvious, somehow it seems that the quantitative approach is

more valid and superior. Also, in many cases, only the scientific method is used to

establish truth."

To Jones, the antidote for all this is education. These issues must be raised

and discussed in science classrooms, especially in courses for non-science students.

Others can turn to such books as Fritjof Capra's "The Tao of Physios" or Jones'

"Physics as Metaphor" for an alternative view of science and its connections to

religion and philosophy.

Jones quoted Owen Barfield, author of "Saving the Appearances," to sum up his

ideas: "Imagination is the cardinal virtue because the literalness which supports

idolatry is the besetting sin of the age which is upon us."

-UNS-
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MINNESOTA STUDY: GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION IS WIDESPREAD

(EMBARGOED UNTIL MAY 29)

Widespread use of nitrate fertilizers and herbicides is polluting groundwater

in southeast Minnesota, according to University of Minnesota research,rs.

Geologist Calvin Alexander presented the group's findings, which carry

implications for agriculture across the Farm Belt, at a meeting at the American

Association for the Advancement of Science in Philadelphia Thursday (May 29).

"Every study in the last 20 years shows that 20 to 25 percent of: rural private

water supplies exceed standards for nitrates, coliform bacteria (from sewage) or

both," Alexander said in an interview. "Another 30 or 40 percent of the wells show

clear evidence of contamination but are still potable.

"We looked at big springs, which serve as outlets of groundwater drainage

systems. The amounts of nitrates that come through the springs are ~wesome. They

are roughly equivalent to 30 to 50 percent of the nitrogen that gets applied to

fields. Nitrates can come from manure or fertilizer, and these days it's clear that

much more comes from fertilizer."

The group also measured levels of atrazine, a herbicide popular with corn

growers. Herbicide water contamination is a significant problem in Minnesota's sand

plain, and similar herbicide headaches have occurred in Wisconsin, Nebraska, Iowa,

California and Florida, Alexander said.

About 0.1 percent of atrazine applied to Minnesota fields shows ~p in streams,

and although it may pose no immediate health hazard, its long-ter~ effects are

unknown. Effects of chemicals formed from the biological breakdown of,atrazine also

(MORE)
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are unknown.

Is the nitrate problem getting better or worse? It's hard to tell beoause

amounts of nitrates showing up in springs vary widely with rainfall, Alexander said.

Late spring and early summer storms that oome after fields have been fertilized wash

large quanti ties of ni trates into tha groundwater, while fall and winter storms

usually dilute the nitrates. Rain in August has little effect becau$e the growing

corn absorbs almost all the water that falls. During dry spells nitrates are held

in the soil, and little washes into the groundwater.

"Nitrate levels in groundwater seemed to be going down after 1983, but in

general, 1984 and 1985 were dry years," Alexander said. "Last fall it rained and the

nitrates jumped.

"Atrazine is typioally at 200 or 300 parts per trillion, but went down to less

than 10 ppt -- the limit of deteotability -- by last summer. Again, that would be

due to the dry spell. We expect that it'll jump baok up when the tall data are

analyzed."

The drinking water standard for nitrate nitrogen is 10 parts per million.

Alexander's group has found levels of 4 to 8 ppm in one rural spring, but beoause 8

ppm is close to the limit, it's likely that some wells in the spring'S drainage

basin are over the limit.

"Springs represent the average of what goes on in the basin as a whole,"

Alexander said. "So some \-lells are going to be higher in nitrate levels than the

springs."

No standard exists for atrazine levels, he said.

The groundwater problem may be oomplioated by the practice of leaVing crop

residues in the fields instead of plOWing them under. Conservation tillage is

designed to increase water seepage into the ground, thereby lessening water erosion

of soil. It also spares weeds, which then must be controlled with larger amounts of

herbicides.

(MORE)
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"We don't know what effect this practice has on groundwater qlflality, but it's

either no change or one for the worse," Alexander said. "Agricultural researchers

used to be very production oriented but are now more willing to question the impact

of these practices on groundwater. Farmers were aware of the prot:>lem for a long

time because their well water was getting worse."

What's needed is a data base that's longer than the time scal~ of the entire

system, Alexander said. In nine years of study his group has look.d at wet years

and dry years but not a long-term wet-dry cycle. Getting the big pi¢ture will nelp

them decide if groundwater pollution is rising. The Iowa Geological Survey already

thinks the problem of nitrates and herbicides is getting worse, he said.

Geology graduate students Marsha Davis, Betty Jane Wheeler and Sheila Grow and

soil scientist Russell Adams, all of the university; Paul Book of the Minnesota

Pollution Control Agency; and Richard Manser of Barr Engineering Co., Bloomington,

Minn., are working with Alexander.

-UNS-
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GRADUATION CEREMONIES
SET AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NASA's chief scientist Frank McDonald will be among the speakers at

commencement exercises for approximately 6,500 graduates of the University of

Minnesota Twin Cities campus. Commencement exercises for 20 schools and colleges

resume June 4 and continue several weeks. The Law School ceremony was May 10.

McDonald will deliver the commencement address at the Institute of Technology

graduation ceremonies at 1 p.m. June 6 in Northrop Auditorium on the Minneapolis

campus. Other speakers include Minneapolis Police Chief Anthony Bouza, who will

address Medical School graduates June 6; Metropolitan State University President

Reatha Clark King, who will address University College graduates June 1; State Rep.

Brad Stanius, IR-~vhite Bear Lake, who will address College of Pharmacy graduates

June 14; and Harvey Golub, president and chief executive officer of I.D.S./American

Express, who will speak to School of Management graduates June 15.

Because spring commencement is the only graduation ceremony for some colleges

and schools, students who have completed studies in those units at any time during

the year may participate.

Commencement dates and locations follow:

June 4

June 5

June 6

June 6

College of Agriculture, 1 p.m., Northrop Auditorium.

College of Home Economics, 1 p.m., Northrop Auditorium.

Medical School, 2:30 p.m., Northrop Auditorium.

Institute of Technology, 1 p.m., Northrop Auditorium.

(MORE)
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June 7

June 7

June 7

June 8

June 8

June 9

June 13

June 13

June 14

June 14

June 14

-2-

University College, 1:30 p.m., Willey Hall, Minneapolis campus.

General College, 2 p.m., \-lilley Hall.

College of Forestry, 5:30 p.m., St. Paul Student Center.

College of Liberal Arts, 1 p.m., Northrop Auditorium.

G~aduate School, 6 p.m., Northrop Auditorium.

-- College of Education, 7=30 p.m., Northrop Auditorium.

Mortuary Science, 5 p.m., Coffman Union, Minneapolis campus.

School of Dentistry, 7:30 p.m., Northrop Auditorium.

College of Biological Sciences, 6 p.m., St. Paul Student Center.

-- School of Nursing, 2:30 p.m., Mayo Auditorium, Minneapolis campus.

June 14 -- School of Public Health, 1 p.m., Earle Brown Center, St. Paul
campus.

June 15

June 20

June 21

School of Management, 2 p.m., Northrop Auditorium.

ROTC, 1:30 p.m., \-lilley Hall.

College of Veterinary Medicine, 2 p.m., Northrop Auditorium.

-UNS-
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'THE HURRIED CHILD' TO BE DISCUSSED AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

David Elkind, author of "The Hurried Child: Growing Up Too Fast," will discuss

childhood stress Wednesday and Thursday (May 21 and 22) in Coffman Union Theater on

the University of Minnesota's Minneapolis campus.

"The concept of childhood, so vital to the traditional American way of life, is

threatened with extinction in the society we have created ••• we do our children

harm when we hurry them through childhood," Elkind said in the introduction of "The

Hurried Child."

Elkind, a professor of child study and resident scholar at the Lincoln Filene

Center for Citizenship and Public Affairs at Tufts Universi ty, will speak on "The

Hurried Child" from 3 to 5 p.m. Wednesday and on "Stress in Adolescence" from 2:30

to 4 p.m. Thursday.

Elkind was recently elected president of the National Association for the

Education of Young Children. He is also the author of "All Grown Up and No Place to

Go," and a forthcoming book, "The Miseducation of Children: Superkids at Risk."

The lectures, free and open to the public, are sponsored by the university's

Adolescent Health Program, a service of the Program in Maternal and Child Health and

of the department of pediatrics, the Center for Early Education and Development and

the Center for Youth Development and Research.

-UNS-
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wo~mN'S HISTORICAL WRITING CONFERENCE
SCHEDULED AT U OF M

(FOR I~{EDIATE RELEASE)

A conference on the implications and importance of using personal oral and

written documents in research on women and gender will be Friday and Saturday (May

23 and 24) at the University of Minnesota.

"Autobiographies, Biographies and Life Histories of Women" will have these

central themes:

--Literary and cultural models that help people shape their life stories,

historical conditions and family relations.

--Relationship between an individual's life story and the society it reveals,

comparison between life story genres and differences between collective biographies

and life stories.

--Ethical implications of publishing life stories and searching for new forms

for presenting research results.

Professors from many fields of study at colleges and universities in the United

States and several other countries will be presenting conference sessions. The

conference will begin at 8:45 a.m. Friday in Willey Hall, on the Minneapolis campus'

west bank. A 7:30 p.m. session on "Using Personal Narratives: Variations on a Theme"

will be at At the Foot of the Mountain Theater, 2000 S. Fifth st., Minn~apolis.

Conference cost is $10. To register or obtain more information, contact Lori

Graven, Professional Development Service, 315 Pillsbury Drive S.E., University of

Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, 55455, (612) 625-2888.

-UNS-
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ART BUCHWALD WILL TALK AT
U OF M ALUMNI MEETING

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Pulitzer Prize winner and internationally syndicated columnist. Art Buchwald

will speak at the annual meeting of the University of Minnesota Alumni Association

(MAA) June 4 in the university's football practice field on the Minneapolis campus.

Buchwald has written 22 books, and his most recent book, "You Can Fool All the

People All of the Time," was a national best-seller. His poli tical humor column

appears in over 550 newspapers.

The meeting, which will begin at 6 p.m., is open to association members and the

public at $25 per person, which includes dinner. The evening will feature past and

1986 recipients of the university's Outstanding Achievement and the Alumni Service

awards. Information booths highlighting university sports, theaters and MAA will be

on display.

A volunteer committee headed by Chip Glaser is coordinating the evening's

events, which will include the election of the 1986-87 officers, installation of the

association's new board members and a recap of the MAA's year.

For reservations and further information~ call Linda Jacobs at the Minnesota

Alumni Association, (612) 373-2466 or 624-2323.

-UNS-
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MEMO TO NEWS PEOPLE

Former Vice President Walter Mondale will address University of Minnesota

students during the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute's two-day celebration of the

Humphrey Center, which will be formally dedicated at a Memorial Day ceremony at 2:30

p.m.

Mondale's talk will be Tuesday (Uay 27) -- which is the 75th a~miversary of

Humphrey's birth -- during the 2:15 to 3:45 p.m. recognition ceremqny in Cowles

Auditorium in the center. Mondale pr~viously had been scheduled to speak at the

2:30 p.m. public dedication ceremony Monday.

Sound feeds will be provided for the Tuesday ceremony, which is closed except

by invitation. Call (612) 376-9783 if you plan to attend.

If you plan to run preview stories on public events, please ment~on that free

public parking will be in the lot adjacent to the center, which is at 301 19th Ave.

S. on the Minneapolis campus' west bank.

Here's a rundown of Memorial Day events:

--Brunch, Humphrey Center dining room, 10:30 a.m. Norman Sherman, former

Humphrey press secretary, Humphrey Institute Professor Art Naftalin an4 guests will

share "Memories of the Happy Warrior." Reservations are required. Call 376-9783.

--Open house and tours, 1 to 2: 30 p.m. Among highlights will be i.more than 70

political cartoons of Humphrey drawn over 30 years by Herblock, Bill Ma~ldin, former

Minneapolis Tribune cartoonist Scott Long, Jerry Fearing of the st. Paul Pioneer

Press and Dispatch and others, which will be displayed in the Humphrey dommemorative

Exhibit.

(OVER)
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--Dedioation, Humphrey Center Plaza, 2:30 p.m. Mult boxes wi 1 be set up in the

press section. Speakers include eight former Minnesota gov rnors, Sen. Dave

Durenberger, Gov. RUdy Perpich, Minneapolis Mayor Don Fraser, Mur el Humphrey Brown,

McGuiggan. Tom Tipton, longtime Humphrey friend, will sing.

Minnesota Attorney General Skip Humphrey,

university President Kenneth H. Keller and

I

community activis~ W. Harry Davis,

university regent~ Chair Charles F.
I

I--First pUblic concert of songs from "Hubert," a musical ab4ut Humphrey that's
,

headed for Broadway, 3:30 to 4:30 p.m., Humphrey Center F~rum. Because of

regulations protecting musicians, only brief segments may be broa4cast or recorded.

A schedule of Tuesday's events is enclosed.

-UNS-
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Tu~sday (May 27) Humphrey Center Dedication Events

--Dedica,tion, Colloquia, Humphrey Center, 8: 15 to 11:30 a.m. Loca ions will be
listed at the registration desk, Humphrey Forum.

,Round One (8:15 to 9:45 a.m.)

Strategic Thinking and Acting in the Public Sector - John Brys Humphrey
Institute.

Waging Peace: Citizens Making Policy - Jayne Marecek, Humphrey tel and Adam
Yarmolinsky, Committee for National Security.

The Saturn Contract: Conflict or Cooperation in the Future of Labor • Royce Hanson,
Humphrey 'institute; and union activists Kayleen Bonczek, Robert Killeen, Tom
Laney and Bernard Brommer.

State Economic Development Policies: Does Minnesota Know What Itts Doi ? -Margaret
, Dewar, ~ark Fox, David Leckey, Bob Patrician and Jeff Schnei er, Humphrey

Institute.

The Media as Participant in Public Policy: For Better Or forWor~e? Ar There Ground
Rules? - Geri Joseph and Harlan Cleveland, Humphrey Institute; Ted Glasser,
University of Minnesota School of Journalism and Mass Communi' ation; Peter
Vanderpoel, ~NSP;! and Sander Vanocur, ABC, News.

EducatJonal ,Reform: Are Minorities Bein~ Shortchanged? .' Ted Ko de~ie aqdT~

, Williams, Humphrey Institute.

Twin Cities and Greater Minnesota: Who Needs/Gets What? - Fred Smith, University of
Miimesota Center for Urban and Regional Affairs; Tom Dew r, Humphrey
Institute; Bob Beech, Blandin Foundation~ Jim Kline, Region II Community
Devlitlopment Corp.; Jan Morlock, M~nnesotaDepartment of Energ and Economic
Development. ' .

Generalists and Specialists: The Transformation of the Professional
Bolan and Bob terry, Humphrey Institute; Stuart Albert, Universit
School of Management; Adam Boyd, U.S. secretary of transportation
'69; and Elmer Staats, U.S. comptroller general, 1961 through '8 •

Round Two (10 to 11:30 a.m.)

Does Minnesota Have a Demographic Crisis? • Barbara Lukermann, Hump rey Institute;
John Borche~t and John Adams, University of Minnesota geography d partment; and
R. Thomas Gillaspy, Minnesota state demographer.

"Racism, a Minnesota Problem?" - Play by Alexs D. Pate performed by embers of the
Mixed Blood ,Theater; Edward L. Duren Jr., Center for Urban and Regiona~.

Affairs, convenor.

Can We Serve a Growing Vulnerable Population with a Decreasing So ial Dollar? 
Elizabeth Conway, William Altman, Sharon Patten and James Va pel, Humphrey
Institute; Jack L. Chestnut, Chestnut and Brooks; Paul Ylvisaker, Harvard
University.

(OVER)
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International Governance: What Works, What Doesn't and Why? - Hal" an Cleveland and
Geri Joseph, Humphrey'Institute; Mostafa Tolba, U.N. Envir nment Program;
T.T.B. KOh,' Singapore's ambassador to the United States; and am Yarmol1nsky,
Committee tor National security. " ' ,

Future of the State Legislature: Ons House or Two? - Royce H nson, Humphrey
Institute; \Ulliam P. Luther and Gene Merriam, Minnesota" Senat ; T~y. 'emnen ,'and
GeraidKnickerbooker,Minnesota House of Represenatives.

Leadership Education: Where is it Leading? - Robert Terry, Hum hrey Institu~e;

William C. KUbicek, University of Minnesota lwfedioal School; J hn W. Macy, Jr.,
A11ianc&for Lead~rship Developm~nt; and Elmer ~taats, .3. comptroller
general, (1961 through '81., .'

A Return to the Mesozoic: The Greenhouse Effect- PeterCiborowsk1, Donald Geesaman
and Zbigniew Bochniarz, Humphrey Institute; and Noel 'Brown,' ti.R.Environment
Program.

Women and Men: Family Work and, Paid Work: in ,the 2lat Century~ Arvonne Fraser,
Barbara Nelson, RaDene Hatfield and Matt Kane, Humphrey Instit te~

-- MINNESOTA MEETING featur1,ng Ambassador' t-lax H. Karnpetma • Contact Jayne
Marecek, (612) 292-0006, for information.

-- Recognition Ceremony, 2:15 to 3:45 p.m., Cowles Auditorium, Humphrey Center.
Sinceth1s is by inVitation, news people should call 376-9783 f they plan to
att,end. Walter Mondale will address the students and reoeive. the umphrey Medal.
Awards will be given to Mostafa Tolba (Regents Distinguished Inter tional Service
Award), Paul 11visaker (Alumni Award for Outstanding Leadership) .Max Kampelman
(Distinguished PublioLeadership in America) and' two'outstanding in titute students.

The Humphrey Center was built to house the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute' of
Public Affairs, Center for Urban and Regional Aftairs and portions t the School of
Management. The center was designed by Leonard Parker and Associa es. The general
contractor was M.A. Mortenson and Co.

-UNS-
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U OF M PROGRAM TO HONOR BLACK STUDENTS

(FOR I~1EDIATE RELEASE)

More than 100 black University of Ninnesota students will be honored at a 7

p.m. program May 30 in the Great Hall of Coffman Union on the Minne~polis' campus

east bank.

The program is sponsored by the Black Learning Resource centeri and the Black
I

Student Cultural Center. The public is invited, but reservations are [required.
i

The event will feature students who have graduated from the university during
I

the current academic year. Undergraduates who have maintained a 6.0 or better

cumulative grade point average also will be honored. Each graduate ~ill receive a

medallion from the university's Alumni Association and Black Alumni SO~iety.

~o/illiam C. Thomas, the university's associate vice president fo~ finance and

personnel director, will be the program's keynote speaker. Claudia wallace-Gardner,

assistant director of University Relations, will emcee the event and Reginald

Buckner, associate music professor in the university's Afro-American studies

department, will provide entertainment.

The program provides a "positive and meaningful opportunity to recognize the
I

university's black graduates and outstanding students, including tQose students
i

recognized as outstanding scholars by professional organizations and community
I,

I
I

groups," said Sue Hancock, director of the Black Learning Resource Cen~er.

Several university staff and faculty members also will be

service to students and the community.

(r'10RE)
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As of fall quarter 1985, 838 black students were attending the! university's
!

Twin Cities campus. Enrollment of black students peaked in 1976, wHen 1,068 were

enrolled.

University officials are committed to enrolling and retaini1s increasing

numbers of minority students, Hancock said. "The necessary sup~ort systems,

programs and the commitment of many people are evident across the campus."

To make reservations or for more information on the program, call (612)

373-7947.

-UNS-
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U OF MINNESOTA PLANS CONFERENCE ON FINNISH, AMERICAN WOMEN

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Contemporary women's concerns will be explored by studying Fipnish women's

impact on the Old Country and the New World at a University of Minnestta conference
I
I

June 17 through 22.

Experiences of Finnish women immigrants and their American desce dants will be

used to probe the influence of ethnic cultural roots on U.S. society, particularly

women's rights. Women from Finland and the United States will t lk about the

economic, political and social status of women in each country and t e question of

country.

I

what role women will play in public life and community leadership. cal~ed "A Reunion

of Sisters," the conference also will explore the women's common !heritage and

highlight Finnish women's accomplishments in the United States andl their native

I
I
I

Conference participants will discuss such questions as whether imciigration is a

liberating experience for women and whether Finnish women -- the first in Europe to

(I<10RE)

win voting rights -- playa more effective role in public life atd community

leadership than American women.
I

Helvi Sipila, former U.N. assistant secretary general and chailr of the U.N.
i

Women's Fund, joins the Finnish delegation of parliament members, pity council
I
I

I

I

The conference will be in the Earle Brown Continuing Education 1enter on the

university's St. Paul campus. Cost is $85, or $20 for June 21 sessions Ionly.

Three exhibits also will be on display in conjunction with the c+nference. An

i

i

representatives, scholars and others.
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exhibit of Finnish women's handcrafts will be at the Goldstein Gallery, 241 McNeal

Hall. 1985 Buford Ave., on the St. Paul campus through July 18. A dUbliC opening

reception for the "Reunion of Sisters" conference is scheduled in th~ gallery at 6

p.m. June 11. A 1 p.m. lecture by Outi Vuorikari of Kuopio, Finland, ~ historic and

contemporary perspectives of the Finnish crafts will follow.

The exhibit illustrates the long tradition of home art and handcrafts in

Finland and shows how this tradition contributed to the high quality of consumer

goods in the country today.

"Courageous Enough," a traveling photographic exhibit on ~innish women

immigrants, will be on display at the Minnesota Historical Society th~ough July 1.

"Finland's Extraordinary Woman: A Photo Essay on the Life and ~~ork of Minna

Canth," also will be shown in the Earle Brown Center. Canth's writin~ provided the
,

intellectual leadership for Finland's women's movement in the 19th cenitury.
!

For more information or to register for the conference, contact Leslie Denny,

professional development department, 315 Pillsbury Drive S.E., Hin(leapolis, MN,

55455, (612) 625-0121.

-UNS-
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t4EMO TO NEWS PEOPLE

Development of sexual preference, the impact of family experiences and problem

of sexually transmitted diseases will be. among the topics discussed ~t a symposium
I

on gay and lesbian youth Friday and Saturday (May 30 and 31) atlthe Radisson
I

University Hotel, 615 Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis.
I

The symposium will include nationally known speakers in educat1on, medicine,

psychology, social work, law and government and is sponsored by the University of

Minnesota Adolescent Health Program, in conjunction with the Minnesotal Task Force on
I
I

Gay and Lesbian Youth.

The symposium will run from 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Friday and from a.m. to 4: 15

p.m. Saturday. Reporters are welcome at all sessions.

-UNS-
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AGRONOMIST HEYNE RECEIVES U OF M ALUMNI AWARD

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

i

I

accomplishments by Ialumni. Heyne

on student trainin1' research and

!

The award recognizes unusual professional

Regents Thursday (Hay 22).

academics after receiving the award.

spoke on "Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow," focusing

Elmer George Heyne, agronomy professor emeritus at Kansas Stare University,

received the Outstanding Achievement Award from the University of Minqesota Board of
I

Born in Wisner, Neb., Heyne received a bachelor's degree in agrrnomy from the

University of Nebraska, an master's degree in plant breeding froml Kansas State

College and a Ph.D. in plant genetics from the University of Minn~sota. He has
'I

developed 14 improved varieties of barley, corn, oats and sorghum an1 10 varieties

of wheat. His semidwarf winter wheat varieties are becoming the most l popUlar types

in the Great Plains states. The Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station estimated

-UNS-

varieties.

that in 1982 Newton, Heyne's first semidwarf variety, contributed $60~ million more

income to Kansas wheat producers than could have been obtained fror other wheat

i

i
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CHIRSTIAN SCIENTIST
PLANS PEACE LECTURE AT U OF M

(FOR I~{EDIATE RELEASE)

As part of a monthlong campaign for international peace be}ng waged by

Christian Scientists across six continents, John A. Grant, a Chridtian Science
I

lecturer, will speak on the University of Minnesota's Twin Cities camp4s Friday (May
I
I

I

I

His talk will be on "Praying for Peace by Loving God More." Grant! is one of an
I

estimated 700 Christian Scientists speaking this month on peace issues.' A question-

and-answer period will follow the address, which is free and open to tie public.

For more information, contact Betsy Sweder at (612) 920-1090. i

-UNS-
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U OF M ART MUSEUM TO HIGHLIGHT MEDICAL ILLUSTRATOR

(FOR IMMIDIATB RILBASE)

"Martin B. Finchz 25 yeara of Mediaal Illuatration" will be abovln, at the

University of MiQDesota Art MuseWll in Northrop Auditorium from June 13 through Aug.

22.

Finch, an a$sociate professor in the department of surgery and director of the

universityt3 biomedical graphic oommunications department, has developed a style of

medioal illustration that stresses the message over the technique, capitalizing on

the strengths of the medium in which the work is reproduced. The show features

Finchts original art and numerous books, as well as a history of medical

illustration.

The University of Minnesota Medical School established a medical art office in

1908. In 1909, the school started one of the first medical photography laboratories

by hiring Henry Morris, one of three medical photographers in the country at the

time. The two functions were combined as the department of medical art and

photography in 1956, and in 1968, Finch, a graduate of the School of Medical

Illustration at Massachusetts General Hospital, was appointed direotor. Under his

direction the renamed department ot biomedical graphic communioations added

inoreasingly technical services suoh as computerized illustration, typesetting and

television produ4tion.

The exhibit io tree and open to th$ public Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and

Friday trom 11 a~m. to 5 p.m., and Thursday trom 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.

-UNS-
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I

EGYPTIAN SCIENTIST GETS U OF MINNESOTA AWARD

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Egyptian scientist and environmentalist Mostafa Tolba, credited with spear-

heading the international move that reversed the tide of POll~tion in the

I

Mediterranean Sea, was awarded the University of i'-1innesota Regents'! Distinguished
I

International Service Award during dedication ceremonies of the HUbe~t H. Humphrey

Center on the Minneapolis campus west bank Tuesday (May 27).

Tolba "has turned the attention of the world community to manag~ng the human
I

consequences of scientific discovery and technological innovation,~ said Harlan
I
ICleveland, Humphrey Institute director, in conferring the award.

"As executive director of the United Nation's Environment prog1am (UNEP), he

has been a major force for international cooperation in environmentat protection,"

Cleveland said. Under the direction of UNEP, the Mediterranean natitns agreed to

halt the rise of pollution in the sea, which is "well on its way to re overy from a

dangerously polluted condition. This is not only an environmental success story but
I
I

also a remarkable political achievement," said Cleveland. I
I

Before joining the United Nations in the mid-'70s, Tolba held senfor positions

in the Egyptian government, including secretary-general of the supreme Science

Council, under-secretary of state for higher education, minister pf youth and
I

scientific papers in journals of seven countries.

-UNS-

president of the Academy of Scientific Research and Technology. tOlba is the

recipient of the 1959 State Prize of Egypt in biology and has publi hed over go
I
I

He is the author of the 1982 book

I
I
I

i

"Development Without Destruction."
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U OF M CANCELS YOUTH SPORTS PROGRAM

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The National Youth Sports Program scheduled at the University of Minnesota this
!

summer has been canceled because of problems with athletic facilities.1 The program

for economically disadvantaged youth between the ages of 10 and 16 wa1 to have been

on the university's Twin Cities campus June 16 through July 18.

Expressing his disappointment, Frank B. Wilderson, vice president for student

affairs, said the "cancellation was unavoidable because of unforeseer maintenance
I

problems with a new floor surface in the University Field House." I
I

Alternative plans to conduct the various athletic activities of thF program did
I

not meet the evaluation criteria set by the National COllegi~te Athletic
!
I

Association, the program's sponsor, Wilderson said. !

I

The university has hosted the program for three years, and Wild~rson said he

expects it will be among the more than 150 colleges and university campuses to host

the program next year.

-UNS-
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i

Nine University of lUnnesota faculty members will receive the i1986 Horace T.
I

Morse-Amoco Foundation Award for Outstanding Contributions to Vndergraduate
I

Education this spring. 1

Award recipients are selected by a faculty-student committee from nominations

throughout the university.
I

Winners are judged to have made outsta~ding contri-
I

development and leadership within their profession.

of winners to 134 over the past 20 years.

butions to undergraduate education through teaching and advisin~, curriculum
I
!

The award carries a $1,000 gift and a numbered, limited-edit~on sculpture
I

designed to symbolize the quest for excellence in teaching. The ~culpture was
I
!

created by the late Katherine E. Nash, professor emeritus of st~diO arts and

recipient of the Morse-Amoco award. Awards will be presented at Jommencement

ceremonies of the winners' colleges.

The award is named for a former General College dean and is m~de possible
I

through a grant from the Amoco Foundation. This year's recipients bri~g the number

I

Recipients are:

--Curt L. Anderson, assistant economics professor and advise~, School of

Business and Economics, Duluth. Anderson revived the Economics Club, d+veloped four

new courses in five years and upgraded the library's holdings. As di1ector of the

Center for Economic Education, Duluth, he has worked with public school \teachers and
I

(MORE)

- --~-------------------- --l. _
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local school districts to increase understanding and improve th~ teaching of

economics from kindergarten through college.

--Bert Fristedt, mathematics professor, Institute of Technology. An expert on

probability theory, Fristedt strives to make advanced mathemat~cal theories
i

understandable. He was a key figure in a 1985 program to improve ,ath skills of
I

state high school math teachers. He advises nearly 100 students ~nd acts as a

liason with employers and students in the Institute of Technology, the College of

Liberal Arts (CLA) and the School of Management.

--David L. Giese, science, business and mathematics professor, G,neral College

(GC). Giese led the development of the Comprehensive Testing Program, iwhich is used
i

to evaluate associate of arts students and has been copied by educatdrs throughout

the country. As acting GC dean he improved registration procedure~ and ways to
!

retain minority students and developed a baccalaureate program. He ~elped develop
i

Project Newgate, an academic program for prison inmates, a math curriFulum for the
I

Community Outreach Program, courses to help students overcome math and statistics
i

anxiety and a data processing course to meet the need for computer lit.racy.

--George D. Green, history professor, CLA. Green is developiqg a training

program using videotapes for graduate teaching assistants, is WOr~ing with the

Minneapolis public schools to improve economics instruction and is developing an

Independent Studies television course on American business history which will be

offered across the country.

--Gary N. McLean, vocational and technical education professori, College of
I

Education. McLean is a founder of the training and development ~rogram that
i

establishes student internships and alliances with business and industry. He is a
!

nationally renowned speaker and consultant, and his skill as an advis~r to student

igroups have earned him a number of citations from students. i
I

--Ronald J. Sawchuk, professor and acting chair of Pharmaceutics~ College of

Pharmacy. Sawchuk has developed a detailed syllabus that serves ~s a text in
I

!

(MORE) I
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i

pharmacokinetics courses. He has developed software for a video ptesentation of

I

computerized pharmacokinetics graphics and has overhauled the cOlle~e's curriculum
I

to allow students to take more electives. A popular adviser, he prov~ded leadership
i

in establishing the entry-level doctorate degree in pharmacy. :

--Michael J. Simmons, genetics and cell biology professo1' College of

Biological Sciences. Simmons has been a driving force behind the ttansition from
I

closed-circuit televised courses to live presentations and is known for his rapport

with stUdents. His undergraduate courses range from huge introductory classes to

small honors seminars, and he oversees undergraduate research. He ihas also been

influential in curriculum revision and activities for high schooli teachers and

students.

--Janet Spector, associate anthropology professor, CLA. Spec~or gUided the

anthropology department through a revision of the Undergraduat~ curriCUlum,
I

increased its involvement with the honors program, produced an ~ndergraduate

handbook and was a key figure in the establishment and success o~ the Women's

Studies Program. A strong proponent of undergraduate research, she :oversees many

field projects.

--Connie Weil, assistant geography professor, CLA. Weil is a ~atin America

specialist active in curriculum development, field research and is a frequent

contributor to journals and workshops. Students report that Weil encourages them to

question what they are stUdying, to look for what was omitted as well as what was

included and to ask why.

-UNS-
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U OF M OFFERS SUMMER PROGRAMS
FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

High-ability high school students can get a taste of cOlleJe life in two

University of Minnesota programs this summer.

Eligible students who will be juniors and seniors this fall can take college

credit courses in the humanities, physical and social sciences and the performing
I

arts. StUdents can live on campus during the two-week programs. I

The Summers Honors College program will offer liheral ar~s courses in

mathematics, English, studio arts, architecture, humanities, hist1ry, political

science and physics. The first term will be June 17 through 28; the ~econd session
I

runs July 7 through 18.
I
I

Classes will include ethics and politics, energy technology and\ U.S. culture,
I

the politics of seeing art, the world of play, the history of books, pfoblem-SOIVing

by diagrams, fluids in motion, international politics, communistlChina today,

counting problems and exploring the solar system.

The Summer Honors Music Program will run from June 16 through 28. !Students must

be seniors in the top 20 percent of their classes. Students are selecfed primarily
I

on the basis of performance ability and a recommendation from a directpr or teacher.

Previous participants may return for a second year.

Students will work in band, orchestra, chorus, chamber mUiiC and jazz

ensembles. University faCUlty members and musicians with Minnesota l and St. Paul
I

orchestras and the Hinnesota Opera Company will teach master ~lasses. The

foundations of music class will cover music literature, theory and fund~mentals.
I
I
,

11J 7 r
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Students will give weekly solo recitals and chamber concerts .nd wrap up the

four-week session with a banquet and concert.

Each program costs $225, and financial aid is available.

For more information, contact the summer session office, 135 Johnston Hall, 101

Pleasant St. S.E., Universi ty of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN. 55455,1(612) 373-2925

or 624-3555. People interested in the music program also can c~ntact Richard

Massmann at (612) 373-3444 or 624-5561.

-UNS-
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i
HAGSTRUM BROTHERS TC RECEIVE HONORARY DEGREES FROM U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The University of ~innesota will present honorary doctorates to brothers Homer

and Jean Howard Hagatr'.m at the Institute of Technology oommencement l\'riday (June 6)
I

at 7 p.m. in Northrop luditorium on the Minneapolis oampus.

Homer Hagstrum ~1l1 receive an honorary doctor of science degree ~n recognition
!
I

of his contributions to surface physics. He received two bachelo~'s degrees, a
I

master's degree and a doctorate from the university and worked on ~he technical
I

staff of AT&T Bell Laboratories from 1940 until retiring in 1985.

lab's surface physics research department from 1954 to 1978. He is a

~e headed the
!

tnember of the
i

National Academy of Sciences, a fellow of the American Physical Sopiety and the
I

recipient of such honors as the Medard W. Welch Award from the Am~rican Vacuum
I
I

Society and the Davisson and Germer Prize from the American Physical Sfciety.

Jean Howard Hagstrum, an authority on 18th-century English literature and art,

will receive an honorary doctor of arts and letters degree. He did pioneering work

on the relationship of William Blake's illustrations to his poetic tex~s and, in his

first two books, explored the relationship of painting and the other Jisual arts to
!

literature. His most recent work, "Sex and Sensibility: Ideal and Ero~ic Love from

Milton to Mozart," tackles a similarly broad subject. He received!a bachelor's,

degree from the university, a master's degree from Northwestern uni1ersity and a

doctorate from Yale University. He taught at North Park College, ~hicago, and

Northwestern University and has received fellowships from the GU~genheim and

Fulbright foundations and the National Endowment for the Humanities.

-UNS-
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MINORITY YOUTH SUMMER PROGRAMS BEGIN AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A summer computer camp and a college preparatory skills progra~ for minority

high school students will begin June 16 at the University of Minnesota.

Approximately 70 students are enrolled in the computer camp, wh~ch is open to

black, Hispanic and American Indian students who will complete ninlth grade this

month. The camp is free and will introduce students to computers and ~ffer advanced
i
I

topics to those already familiar with computing. It will also cov~r the uses of
I
I

computers in schools and business. The camp will run June 16 thr9ugh 20 at the

Earle Brown Center on the St. Paul campus.
I

The Summer Enrichment Program offers a review of reading and m~thematics for

black, Hispanic and American Indian students who will complete 10th grade this
I

month. The program will help prepare students for the prelimina1Y Scholastic

Aptitude Test and introduce them to engineering and management careers. It will run

from June 15 to Aug. 1 on the Minneapolis campus' east bank.
I

Both activities are part of Project Technology Power of the Minrrity Affairs

Program at the university's Institute of Technology. Summer enrichmen~ is supported
I
I

in part by the university and local industry, the computer camp by IIIlM Rochester.

For more information, call Don Birmingham at (612) 373-2673 or Rut~elle West at
I

(612) 373-3701.

-UNS-
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KELLOGG GRANT WILL FUND
Fm~INIST ISSUES STUDY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Barbara J. Nelson, associate professor of public affairs at the pniversity of

Minnesota, has been awarded a fellowship by the W.K. Kellogg Foundatipn to broaden

her work in public policy issues and feminist studies.

Nelson, who is on the faculty of the university's Hubert H. Humphrey Institute

of Public Affairs, is the author of "I'1aking an Issue of Child Abuse" rnd "American
I

Women in Politics." She helped found the International Women~s Political
i

Participation Network at the U.N. Conference on Women in Nairobi, Kenya. last summer
I
I

and 1s a board member of Community Living for Women in AnnapoliS,] MD. At the
"

university she chairs the committee on comparable worth at the Centerifor Advanced

Feminist Studies and is a member of the coordinating committee oflthe women's
,

i

studies department and curriculum committee at the Humphrey Institute. i
i

The fellowship carries a three-year, $30,000 grant that allows r,ecipients to

undertake projects beyond their professions to broaden their expertise. Kellogg

Fellows are given a stipend matched by their employer for one-quarter I time off to
i
I

pursue their projects and to participate in programs across the United ~tates and in

Latin America that expose them to the needs of other regions.

The W.K. Kellogg Foundation of Battle Creek, Mich., establishe4 in 1930 to
I

"help people help themselves," has distributed over $843 million supporting programs
i
I

in agriculture, education and health in the United States, Latin Amezrica and the

Caribbean.

-UNS-
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ENZYME CONTROLS TANNING, PROTECTS AGAINST
ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT, U OF M STUDY FINDS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

What's the difference between the person who gets a gorgeous tan levery summer

and the one who burns to a crisp? Besides smugness, that is.

Good tanners have more of an enzyme that appears to control the tanning

process, according to University of Minnesota researchers who disco As

it's turning on a tan, this helpful enzyme also fights the harmful bu ing effects

of ultraviolet light.

"We found this enzyme while studying compounds used as preservatives in

cosmetics, shampoo and mouthwash," said Dr. Karin Schallreuter, head cf the stUdy
i

and a National Institutes of Health fellow working at the unive1sity's Gray

Freshwater Biological Institute. "We were interested in how these comPtunds, which

cause allergic reactions in some people, react with the skin."

She presented the group's findings at a meeting of the Society for
i

Investigative Dermatology (SID) in Washington, D.C. in May. John ~ood of the

Freshwater Institute and university dermatologist Maria Hordinsky also w rked on the

project.

The enzyme, called thioredoxin reductase, or TR, was well known for its role in

helping cells divide. No one suspected that TR also controlled tanning and

protected against ultraviolet rays, Schallreuter said.

People who tan well or who are naturally dark have lots of TR activity in their

skin, the researchers found. Not surprisingly, fair-skinned people who urn easily

(MORE)
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rays.

works by knocking out the free radicals with electrons.

good thing the free radicals get them instead, she said.

(HORE)

Melanin is made in special skin cells called melanocytes.

:
have very little. Dark or tanned skin results from deposits of melan~n, a pigment

produced in the epidermis, and TR seems to control the skin's melanin l"factory."
I

TR appears to destroy harmful forms of oxygen known as "free raiicals," which

other research has linked to skin damage and cancer and which are proruced in skin

by exposure to ultraviolet light. Schallreuter discovered TR's role in protecting

against free radicals almost by accident.

"tole discovered this when we applied preservative compounds to sk~n,,, she said.
I

"The compounds were linked to free radioals, which help us monitor thelcompounds in

the skin. We saw that something on the skin was soaking up the free radicals."
i

Excited by this turn of events, Schallreuter and her colleagues soon identified

TR as the free radical "sponge." At the SID meeting Schallreuter sugg~sted that TR
I
I

I
I

When TR is transferring electrons to free radicals, TR's usualltarget -- a

substance called thioredoxin -- can't soak up eleotrons. Armed wit electrons,

thioredoxin would interfere with the first step in melanin producti n, so it's a
I

This lets th~ skin start
I

new rounds of melanin-making as long as the sunbather is exposed to th~ ultraviolet

i
At sunset ultraviolet rays disappear, and with them free radica~s. Then TR

steers electrons back to thioredoxin, allowing it to prevent the skin's melanin

factory from starting a new round of production.
\

So if the melanin factory runs all day long, why aren't sunbather~ tan at the
I

end of the day? Why does their tan usually appear the next morning? I

i

"Melanin production gets started in sunlight, but it takes time td finish the
I
i

process and deposit the pigment in the skin," Schallreuter said. "on~y the first

step gets shut oCC at night. In the dark, the rest oC the process conti1ues, and so

we tan overnight." I

I
i

People "to tan well

I
I,
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or are normally dark-skinned don't have any more melanocytes than c,ronic burners,

she said. They just produce melanin more efficiently, and TR appears\to be the key

to efficiency.

Skin whitened by vitiligo -- a disease that causes patchy pig ent loss in 1

percent of the population -- also has low TR levels. Some vitiligo patients get

only one white splotch, and some suffer a much broader dePigmentation.l
I
I

"On average, the loss of TR is 30 percent, but it can be as high ~s 85 percent,

Schallreuter said. "We plan to study this disease, and also the role df TR in other

skin diseases such as psoriasis."

The level of TR activity is probably important in a variety of d~Pigmentation

disorders and also in conditions such as certain moles and birthmarks, lin which the

skin becomes darker than normal, she said.

Blonds and brunettes show such a wide range of tanning ability th t no one can

tell by sight who will burn and who will bronze. But, Sohallreuter sa·d, the level

of TR in a person's skin can predictit.

It's a safe bet that any redhead will burn easily, however.

Said Schallreuter: "They must have very little TR, but we don't

I

~ow why this

should be so predictable for redheads but not for blonds or brunettes."

-UNS-
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'SHERLOCK HQLMBS' TO PLAY AT U OF MSHOWBOAT
I

<FOR IMMEDIATE R~B1SE)

Fiotion's II08t falDous detective oOlles alive wben the University of Minnesota

C8nteDD1al Sbow~t presents Williall Gillette's "Sberlook Hollies" June 17 tbrouab

AuS. 31.

The story conoerns Hollies' efforts to find a paoket of inorillinating letters

for a royal 011e~t and to oapture tbe arobfiend Professor Moriarty in tbe barsain.

Tbe letters' owne'" is tbe charming youna Alioe Faulkner, tbe prisoner of a swindling

buaband-and-wite team. Tbe evil oouple is blaokmailing Holmes' royal olient witb
,

tbe letters Wben Moriarty takes over tbeir soheme in order to trap Bolmes. In a

tense soene, Moriarty tries to kill Holmes by luring bim to the sloomy Stepney sas

challbers. Faulkn.r, trying to prevent the swindlers from trioking HollDes, arrives
I
,

on the soene, and·the wily deteotive must find a way to save her and himself from

tbe death trap.

Gillette based his soript loosely on three of the orisinal Sherlook Bolmes

.tories by Sir Ar~ur Conan Doylez "A Scandal in Bohellia," "A Study in SCarlet" and

"The Final Proble••" Direotor Robert Moulton adapted the drama for the Showboat

,produotion, whioh ~noludes English musio hall-style songs between aots.

The Showboat is dooked on the Mississippi River otf East River Road, below

University Hospital.
!

2 and 7 p.m. The S~owboat will be olosed July 4. For reservations oall (612) 625-

4001. Tiokets are $7 tor the seneral publio, $6 for students and seniors. Group

rates are availabl~ for 25 or more with advanoe purchase. Parking is available near

tbe landins.
-UNS-
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(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Charles Osborne, vice president and chief financial officer Of\ Deluxe Check

Printers of St. Paul, received an Alumni Service Award from the qniversity of
I

Minnesota's Alumni Association Wednesday (June 4).

The award recognizes a graduate or former student's contributions to university

schools, faculty or the alumni association.

Osborne was the youngest person elected president of the alumni a sociation. He

served as president in 1984-85, as treasurer for three terms and also on the board

of directors, the executive committee and the audit committee. Alum i membership

grew during Osborne's presidency, a major institutional advertising ampaign was

launched, outreach activities were expanded for prospective studentr and alumni

started to become involved in public policy issues. '

Osborne is a 1975 business administration graduate of the university and is

working on a master's of business taxation degree.
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University of Minnesota regents will hear a General College pr~gress report

Friday (June 13).

students transferring to community colleges will be discussed.

Regents voted in January to end degrees in the college, but ca~led for close

monitoring of how changes affect the college and students. Issues such I as university
I

!

Another progress report will deal with undergraduate students. A task force on

the student experience submitted a report in July 1984, and another committee on

undergraduate teaching and learning delivered a report last August. Regents will

discuss how numerous recommendations in the two reports have been im lemented and

what needs to be done.

The quality of teaching and learning, space and the physical !environment,

student services and coordination between the student affairs and acahemiC affairs

offices will be examined.

Regents also will continue discussing proposed preparation reqUirements for
I
I

upper division courses Friday. As part of President Kenneth H.I Keller's "A

Commitment to Focus" plan, a committee recommended that students who P1an to come to

the university take four years of English, three years of mathematics'l three years
i

of science, two years of social studies and two years of a foreign Ian age.

dent's first

Several regents have been concerned that minority students and from

foreign language. The plans would allow courses to be made up in a

small schools wouldn't be able to meet the standards, particularly wo years of

two years at the university.

(OVER)
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Regents also are expected to take action on a plan to provide oney for tenured

faculty for home mortgages or home refinancing. University offic als consider the

proposal a faculty retention and recruitment tool that still provid s endowment fund

income comparable to other investments.

Here is a schedule of meetings and a sample of agenda items:

Thursday, June 12
I

--Educational planning and policy committee, 1:30 p.m., 2r8 Morrill Hall.

College of Pharmacy and Duluth campus responses to "A Commitment to Focus."

--Physical planning and operations committee, 1:30 p.m., 300 Morrill Hall.

Asbestos removal program.
,

The following two committees will meet after the 1:30 meeting1 adjourn.
I

--Staff and student affairs committee, 238 Morrill. Report on the student
I

faculty

I
I

HosPital! bUdget;

\

--Finance and legislative committee, 300 Morrill.

I

--Commi ttee of the whole, 8: 30 a.m., 238 Morrill. preparati~n requirements;

Friday, June 13

mortgage plan.

experience.

General College progress report.

--Regular monthly meeting after committee of whole adjourns, 238 Morrill. Final

action on committee votes.

-UNS-
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GOLDSTEIN RECEIVES U OF M ALUMNI AWARD

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

L. Steven Goldstein, newly appointed general manager of W~CO radio of

Minneapolis p received an Alumni Service Award from the universitylof Minnesota

Alumni Association Wednesday (June 4). I

I

The award recognizes a graduate or former student's service 0 university

schools, faculty or the alumni association.

Goldstein is on the alumni association's board of directors nd executive

committee and was senior vice president at Carmichael-Lynch A vertising in

Minneapolis. He also headed a communications committee that im lemented the

university's first public advertising campaign. The series of ads, highlighting

well-known alumni, is a finalist for the 1986 Clio Awards

the Council for the Advancement and Support of Education.

Goldstein is a 1973 university liberal arts graduate.

-UNS-
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MCDONALD RECEIVES U OF M ALUMNI AWARD

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Frank McDonald, chief scientist for NASA, received the outstandirg Achievement

Award from the University of Minnesota Board of Regents Fridaf (June 6) at

commencement ceremonies for the university's Institute of Technology.

DukeBorn in Columbus, Ga., McDonald received a bachelor's deg

The award recognizes exceptional professional achievement by alu

was a research associate and assistant professor at the University f Iowa before

University and master's and doctorate degrees from the University of innesota. He

joining NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center in 1959. He headed Goddar 's laboratory

for high energy astrophysics from 1959 to 1983, bringing it to the

ray, gamma-ray and cosmic-ray astrophysics. McDonald is also known

refront of X-

r his work on

the solar wind and planetary magnetospheres.

NASA's chief scientist since 1983, McDonald continues to shape the nation's

scientific space program. He is a member of the American Geophysical Union and the

American Astronomical Society and a fellow of the American Physical S ciety. Among

his honors is the 1964 iUSA Award for Exceptional Scientific Achievement.

-UNS-
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U OF M PLANS HIGHER EDUCATION CONFERENCE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The quality and effectiveness of undergraduate college educati0p will be the

focus of a conference at the University of Minnesota June 30 and July 1.

The conference will explore broad-based concerns about the qrality of the

undergraduate experience prompted by recent educational reform moyements, said
I

Shirley Clark, university educational policy and administration profes or.

Conference participants will discuss such questions as how sch ols determine

how much students learn; whether students are developing higher-o der thinking

skills; whether they are learning skills that will help in their!careers; and

whether students are becoming more curious and tolerant and dev loping other

civilized attitudes. I

Yvonne Lincoln, associate education professor at the University 0t Kansas, will

speak at 1: 30 p.m. June 30.
I

Egon Guba, Indiana University education professor and co-director of a project

called Research on Institutions of Teacher Education, will speak at 3 p.m. June 30.
I

Theodore Marchese of the American Association for Higher Educat~on will speak
I

at 9 a.m. July 1.

Cost is $155, or $125 if more than one person from an instituti n attends the

conference. Registration deadline is June 23.

For more information, contact Anne Dickason, program direct r, 209 Nolte

Center, University of Minnesota, 315 Pillsbury Drive S.E., Minneapol s, MN 55455,

(612) 625-1831.

-UNS-
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CHILDREN'S BOOK WRITER TO SPEAK AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Jean Craighead George, an award-winning children's book author, ~ill speak at

the University of Minnesota June 24.

George, author of over ~O books, has won numerous awarda for her fiction and

non-fiction writing on nature and wilderness adventure. She recei ed the 1973

Newberry Medal for "Julie and the Wolves." Her latest book, liThe Whale of Barrow,"

will be pUblished next spring.

George will deliver the university's seventh annual Chase Le ture, which

promotes creative writing for and by children. The lecture will be a 3: 30 p.m. in

Coffman Union's Theater Lecture Hall. A reception will follow. Both ev nts are free

and open to the public.

-UNS-
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The impact of health maintenance organization growth, "orphan" drugs, single-

price purchasing policies and modifications in malpractice insurance, will be among

the topics discussed at a seminar on pharmaceutical public policy irsues June 25

through 27 at the University of Minnesota's Humphrey Center, 301 19th Ave. s.

The seminar will include nationally known speakers from seyeral fields.
I

Seminar sponsors are the university's College of Pharmacy and the HUbe1t H. Humphrey

Institute of Public Affairs.

Reporters are welcome at all sessions. For seminar details, contact Mary

Stanik -at (612) 624-4604.

-UNS-
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WOMEN'S ECONOMIC, POLITICAL POWER
TO BE ASSESSED AT U OF M SYMPOSIUM

(FOR II~DIATE RELEASE)

The economic and political status of American and Finnish women will be

explored at a University of Minnesota symposium June 21 from 9 a.m. td 4:45 p.m. in

the Earle Brown Continuing Education Center on the St. Paul campus.

The program is part of "Reunion of Sisters," a June 17 through 22 onference on

women from America and Finland.

Sen. Dave Durenberger, R-Minn., will deliver a 12:15 luncheo address on

"Equality Through Comparable Worth."

Conference participants will compare the positions of America and Finnish

women and consider how women are working to remedy continuing ine ualities in

economic status and political life. \

Speakers for the morning session, "The Economics of Equality," ~ill include

Finnish author Elina Haavio Mannila and Barbara J. Nelson of the Hubert H. Humphrey

Institute of Public Affairs. Mannila, whose 1965 book "Finnish woman and Man" is

and Public

partment ofPanelists will include Nina Rothchild, director of Minnesota's

regarded as the catalyst for modern Finnish feminism, will discuss wome and work in

Policy, will speak on comparable worth in the United States.

Finland. Nelson, who co-chairs the Humphrey Institute's Center on Wom

Employee Relations; Louis Sundin first vice president of the Minnes ta AFL-CIO;

Riitta Partinen of Finland's Central Federation of Trade Unions; and H ta Tuominen

of the Finnish Council for Equality.

(MORE)
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introduce the session.

The afternoon session will explore "The Politics of Equali ty." ~elVi Sipila,

former U.N. assistant secretary general and chair of the U.N. women,ls Fund, will
I
!

I
I

Speakers will include Sandra Gardebring, chair of the Twin Cities' I Metropolitan
i

Council, and Liisa Jaakonsaari of the Finnish Council for Equality. P1nelists will

include State Rep. Lola Minne, DFL-Hibbing; Karen Hanson of Women Aga nst Military

Madness; Anita Haataja of the Finnish Council for Equality; and Hilkka Pietilaa,

general secretary of the U.N. Association of Finland.

Cost for the day is $20, which includes lunch and a barbecue after the

symposium. For registration information, contact Leslie Denny at (612) 625-0727. The

symposium is co-sponsored by the university's Women's Studies Program and the

Humphrey Institute.

-UI~S-
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REGENTS CONTINUE DISCUSSION OF PREPARATION
REQUIREMENTS FOR U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Continuing questions about the impact of increasing preparation requirements

for students planning to attend the University of Minnesota were discussed by the

Board of Regents Friday (June 13).

As part of a planning document called "A Commi tment to Focus," t committee

recommended that students who plan to enroll at the university beginnin~ in 1991 be

required to the take four years of English, three years each of math nd science,

dealRegent Willis Drake said all the letters and phone calls

two years of social studies and two years of a foreign language eit er in high

school or during their first two years at the university.

with the question of why a foreign language should be required. The uni,ersity will

need to tell prospective students and parents why it believes learnin!g a foreign

language is important, he said.

Wenda Moore, another Minneapolis regent, said learning a foreifn language

enabled her to learn something about another country and that is v1luable for

today's students. I

"It bothers me that this (issue) has come down to quality vs. acc~.s." Moore

said. "I don't think it should be one vs. the other or one at the exptnse of the

other." I

High school officials generally seem to support the proposal, Wh~Ch doesn't

differ from a state regulation that all school districts make the ClaSSer available

(HORE) I
I
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education and to work closely with the schools, he said.

PREPARATION REQUIREMENTS

to students, Keller said.

-2-

The university has an obligation to tr~ to improve
I

i

Regent Stanley Sahlstrom of Crookston said parents and school 0rficials from

rural areas are worried that the proposal would mean the end of agricu~ture classes.

C. Eugene Allen, College of Agriculture dean, said most of his fatulty support

the proposed standards, but they are worried about losing students ti schools in

North and South Dakota and Wisconsin. Tuition and living costs are lower at those

schools, Allen said.

"When you put in the preparation standards, it gives them another teason to (go

to an out-of-state school)," he said.

David Roe, a regent from Minneapolis, said he isn't ready to support the

proposed requirements because they will keep some students from a~tending the
I

university.

I

The board also heard a plan for explaining the proposed require~ents to the
I
I

public through education and community groups, brochures, posters and Iother media

and through contact with high school counselors.

Easing transfers between General College and other universitt units and
I
I

community colleges was among other issues discussed by the board. i

A progress report described changes occurring in General College in the six

months since regents voted to stop granting degrees from the college. Administrators

told regents work is continuing on developing joint teaching policies for the

college's faculty members. Provisions for faculty to teach certain coursts and to be

included on search committees to select new faCUlty also are being develfped.
I

A special agreement with Minneapolis Community College on trans~er students

also has been reached. University students who have more than 60 dredits
I
I

complete another 30 credits at the community college for an associate de~ree.
I

Administrators are discussing a similar agreement with community C1llegeS

the Duluth campus.

(NORE)
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T

Deans from the university colleges have been meeting to review G1neral College

courses to determine if they are equivalent to other units' courses and\ to designate

classes for students who move from General College into degree-grantinf units.
I

A committee also has been established to study whether an updergraduate
I

education research center should be started. The center would "build or the related

strengths" of General College, Universi ty College and the colleges 1f education,
i

liberal arts and home economics. The committee's final report is expected at the end

of fall quarter.

General College Dean Jeanne Lupton said much progress has been made but not all

college faculty members or deans from other units suppport the proposals. She formed

planning groups within the college so that

implementing changes -- faculty members --

the people who will be most limportant in
\

would be involved, Lupton sa~d.
I

The next six months to a year will be the test of how successful i the changes
I

will be, she said.

Board members asked for another report in December or January.

The board approved a plan to expand the university's role as a mor~gage lender.
,

Under the plan, tenured faculty and professional and administrativ~ staff with

continious appointments will be eligible for new mortgages and mortgagel refinancing
I
I

at interest rates that generally will be below market rates.

The plan will add $20 million from endowment and investment funds to the pool

of money available for fixed-rate or adjustable-rate mortgages. Previously the

university had only lent money to faculty and certain staff for purchase!of homes in

University Grove, a university-controlled enclave near the St. Paul cam~s.

I

"We are able to offer this mortgage program as a retention and recr4itment tool

primarily because we believe that the universi ty faculty are in a prererred risk
I
I
I

category and should, therefore, be offered a preferred mortgage rate," ~avid Lilly,
I

finance vice preSident, said.

-UNS-
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AFTER-SCHOOL PRESENTATION PLANNED AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Results of a study on how children and youth spend after-school tife, completed

by the University of Minnesota's Center for Youth Development and Research, will be

discussed JUly 10.

More than 2,400 parents and children were asked about ch~ld care and

activities, and several hundred people also participated in follow-up discussions.

Key questions that will be addressed include:

--How many children and early adolescents are home alone or w th siblings

before and after sohool?

idl

--What do parents and children worry about most?

--What do parents want their children to do or learn after

children want?

i

I

!
I

SOh~Ol?
i

vlhat do

--How many families need ohild care for their school-age children?

--What are the barriers to partioipation in organized after-school [programs?

The presentation will be from 10 a.m. to noon in the Earle Browt Continuing

Education Center on the St. Paul campus. The program is free and open t~ the public.

For more information, oontaot Diane Hedin of the youth developmeht center at

(612) 624-3227. I
-UNS- I
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D&~OMSTRATION GARDENS TO OPEN
AT U OF M ARBORETm~

(FOR IMt1EDIATE RELEASE)

tic.;
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Innovative techniques, landscape designs and neu plants tolEl maleel up the latest

display -- the de Vos Home Demonstration Gardens -- to be dedicated at the

University of Hinnesota Landscape Arboretum in Cl1anhasst::n July 19.

The gardens will present the arooretum's work in testing and eva uating plants

for landscape use in scaled-dol-ln spaces available to the average tlo emmer', said

Francis de Vas, arboretum direc~or emeritus for whom the new display i named.

The nine gardens are designed to display and stimulate ideas for fencinG?

walls, paving, steps, water features and other garden architecture. Baqa garden will

highlight a different purpose? design, technique and plants.

The gardens are meant to be a gardener's first stoP. before g~ing to local

nurseries to purchase plants and other materials, said Susan Fitzgerald, arboretum

public relations representative.

"Even professional nurseries don't provide idea centers to sho~ what plants

look like in a landscape setting," sbe said. npeople have no idea wh t the plants

are going to look like in a month. That's "Yhat these gardens \-1i11 off r them -- the

possibilities."

Arborl::ltum admini3trators \"lant tile exhioit to be "aynamic ratiler than a static

development," de Vos said. "I envision occasionally eliminating 0 modifying a

garden to reflect current interl::lsts. ft

Tne nine home demonstrat~on garaens at the arboretum will includ

()"lORE)
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design is intended to replicate a natural setting.

ARBORETUM -2- I

--A kitchen and herb garden. Culinary herbs will be grown in a tormal setting

surrounded by a fence and hedges. An unclipped knot garden, an in ertwining of

different colored herbs, will be the centerpiece in a brick walk.

--A small-space garden. Plum trees, dwarf shrubs, conifers nd flowering

perennials will be shown. A paved brick setting will be enclosed b hedges and a

clematis-covered trellis.

--A cutting garden. Perennial and annual flowers, some grown from bulbs, will

be grown in easy-access, easy-maintenance rows for use as cut flowers. Mulch will be

used between rows to cut down on weeding and soil compaction; innovat~ve irrigation

techniques will be demonstrated.

--Patio and container gardening. Plants, raised beds, paved terraces and

nanging baskets nave their place in this garden. Trees, flot-lers and ~round covers

for balconies, decks, patios and terraces will be shotm. I'

--An outdoor-living garden. This garden will demonstrate hot to fill an
I

ordinary backyard with a furnished terrace and a small perennial borde~ set against
,
,

a backdrop of trees and shrubs.

--A fruit and vegetable garden. Tne best varieties for the Upper 1idwest, many

developed at the university, will be featured. Common and exot1clvegetab1es,

ornamental vegetables, flower and vegetable boraer, fruit trees and small fruit

plants will be grown.

The garden will be sized for a family of four. Cold frames, compost bins, a
I

greenhouse, tool sheds and a trough pool are planned along with Plantint techniques,

training, staking and mulcning demonstrations.

--A naturalistic garden. Against a background of large white irs, native

plants, bird food plants and some exotic species will be featured. informal

I
--A stone wall garden. A dry stone wall will be planted with dfarf shade-

tolerant perennials. aeds along a walkway will be planted witn host and other

!

I
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plants. The area above the wall will feature ;,;round covers and rota ing seasonal

displays.

Dedication ceremonies will be at 11 a.m. July 19 in the Sn del' Building

auditorium. A week of activities, tnrougn July 23, is planned a:t'oun the gardens,

which lll'i11 serve as resour'ces in 110rticulture and landscape design \IOr sllOp~.

For more information about the home demonstration gardens, c ntact Mervin

Eisel, arboretum education coordinator, at (612) 4~3-2460 or Susan fitzgerald at

(612) 373-0734.

-Ui~S-
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Faculty from the University of Minnesota and various U.S. medical centers will

gather for the 50th anniversary course in trauma and critical ~are surgery,

Wednesday through Saturday (June 18 through 21) in Willey Hall on the west bank of

the university's Minneapolis campus. The course is sponsored by thei university's

isurgery department. !

I

Tne course highlight will be the 54th annual E. Starr Judd lec~ure at 4 p.m.
!

Wednesday by Donald D. Trunkey, surgery professor at the University 9f California-

San Francisco School of Medioine and chief of surgery at San Fran~iSco General

Hospital. He will talk on "Reflections on our Origins."

Reporters are welcome at all sessions.

-UNS-
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ORCHID FRAGRANCES AS VARIED AS FLOWERS, U OF M SCIENTIST SA S

By Deane Morrison
University News Service

Orchids go to great lengths to get insects to pollinate them.

A northern Minnesota orchid courts mosquitoes. The lady-slipper traps insects

in its pouch overnight.

and smell of females.

Other species attract male insects by mimic~ing the shape
i
I

The orchid's most potent weapon, though, is probably fragrance. Each orchid's

scent attracts a specific insect -- perhaps a bee, wasp, beetle r butterfly.

Scents are so individual that it may be possible to identify or hid species

according to their fragrances, said Ralph Holman, a lipid bioch mist at the

University of Minnesota's Hormel Institute in Austin whose hobby is or1hids•

His analysis of 600 orchid fragrances revealed an amazing variefY of scents.

Holman is examining the chemical makeup of the fragrances to learn' if chemical

similarities predict genetic relationships among orchid species. He spoke about his

work at a May meeting of the American Oil Chemists Society in Honolulu.

"I thought it was especially fun to talk about orchids in Hono ulu because

Hawaii is famous for its orchids, yet has no native species. They're a 1 imported,"

he said.

An orchid may not have a unique scent, but it can stand out fr m others by

varying tne intensity of the fragrance and the timing of its release. For example,

many orchids can turn their scents on and off. Holman found some that elease their

odor in response to light and others that respond to dark. Some will do it at tne

(HORE)
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time. He isSoon Holman will have records of orchid odors over long periods

same time of day without any obvious cue, as if they had thei own clocks.

building an instrument to trace the patterns of odor release for dif erent species.

This new tool will help him uncover features of orchid fragrances tha go unnoticed

by the casual observer. A South American orchid's behavior is a case n point.

"A friend of mine in Ecuador wondered why he hadn't seen any po linators on a

certain type of orchid," Holman said. "So one night he sat up with ,1 t. At 3 a.m.

the orchid began to smell. At 3:15 he heard buzzing sounds, and at 3:30 the

fragrance stopped. He took out a flashlight and looked at the orchi~ and saw that
\

it had been pollinated."

Orchid pollen comes in sticky yellow packets called

insect picks up a pollen body -- and in some cases the scent

carries the pollen to the next plant it visits.

pollen bodies. The
I

of tre orchid and

Hearing that a species native to northern Minnesota bogs was ollinated by

mosquitoes, Holman decided to get a photograph of it for his collecti As he lay

low in a bog, aiming his camera at the little white flower, he glim sed a rather

strange sight.

"I saw a mosquito with a 'headlight' -- a pollen body from that species of

orchid -- stuck on its head," he said. "When the picture was developed I could see

a mosquito on the orchid. That showed that mosqui toes can be pollinators. Since

then we've found many mosquitoes with headlights. If we could make ~hat orchid's

scent, perhaps we could use it to attract mosquitoes away from us."

Orchid fragrances come from petals, Holman has shown. Botanists agree that

insects often use the fragrances -- Which are the orchids' sex attra tants -- to

make their own sex attractants, he said.

Some orchids' fragrances smell exactly the same as sex attract nts made by

certain female insects, university horticulturist Peter Ascher said. Among these

are plants whose anatomy so closely resembles the females' that ale insects

(MORE)
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pollinate while performing "pseudo-copulation" with the orchids. Thi may seem odd

since the word orchid comes from the Greek word for testicle.

"It's hard to see what benefit insects get in some of rangements,"

Ascher added. "All pouch orchids, including lady-slippers, trap ins cts overnight

and let them out through a back door the next morning. While they're inside they

can't eat or anything. And sticking headlights to the eyes toes doesn't

seem a very good thing from a mosquito's point of view."

Alhough he studies orchids from around the world, Holman has h~d a lifelong

passion for the showy lady-slipper, a pink-and-white orchid that iI Minnesota's

state flower. While transplanting such an orchid one day he notic d an unusual

pungent odor from the roots. He captured the fragrance, identifie4 it and soon

found it in the roots of several other lady-slipper species.

"I think the substance may be some kind of defense that helps it withstand

transplantation," Holman said. "For example, the stemless lady-slipper is the

hardest to transplant and it also has the lowest amount of this SUbstjnce. I don't

know what it might defend against -- it could be insects, mice, bacteria or

any~i~." I

The showy lady-slipper gave Holman something of a coup recently: One of his

homegrown plants produced a rare triplet of flowers on a single stem. A poster has

been made from a picture of the three delicate pink blossoms and is available from

Holman for a contribution of $10 or more to support his orchid refearch. His
I

address is Hormel Institute, 801 16th Ave. NE, Austin, MN 55912.

-UNS-
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HHH INSTITUTE TO HONOR ROY WILKINS JUNE 26

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

June 18, 1986
Contact LEE EDDISON
or (612) 625-3471

612) 376-9766

The late civil rights leader Roy Wilkins will be honored Jure 26 by the

University of Minnesota with the dedication of a Humphrey Institute seminar room

and announcement of a chair to be endowed in his name.

Public dedication of the Roy Wilkins Leadership Room will be at 10:30 a.m. in

the new Humphrey Center on the Minneapolis campus's west bank. Featured speakers

will include Wilkins' widow, Aminda Wilkins, former National Urban Lea ue President

Vernon Jordan, Minnesota Attorney General Hubert H. "Skip" Humphrey II and David

Lilly, university vice president for finance and operations. Harlan Cl veland, dean

of the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs, will preside.

A reception will follow the ceremony and tours of the Humphrey Center vlill

start at 10 a.m. and noon. Public parking is available at the West Banik Ramp, 21st

Avenue and Fourth Street, and the municipal ramp adjacent to the Radisson Hotel

Metrodome at Cedar and Washington avenues.

The ceremony will also mark the kickoff of a $1 million fund-rai ing campaign

to establish the Roy Wilkins Chair in Intergroup Relations at t e Humphrey

Institute. The chair is intended to promote research, teaching and outreach on

fairness and the relations among American racial and ethnic groups. nternational

racial justice and social change, new challenges to the civil rights s ruggle, the

role and future of civil disobedience and legislation, litigation and change

strategies will also be studied.

(l'10RE)
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"John F. Kennedy once suggested that our purpose in the world wa~ 'to make the
I

world safe for diversity.' A similar purpose applies to the achieveme~t of fairness
I

among groups in this country," Cleveland said. "The institute is est~bliShing this

chair to honor Roy Wilkins' enormous contribution to the strugg~e for racial

equality and to focus attention on issues of cardinal impo~tance to hu~ah rights and
I

intergroup relations." I
!

Roy Wilkins, 1923 university graduate, led the civil rights fight for more than

50 years. He is perhaps best known for nis highly visible 22 years as executive

director of the NAACP (National Association for the Advancement or Colored People).

Wilkins worked to erase discrimination through legislation and the courts. His

leadership propelled the civil rights movement through several landmark victories 1

including the 1954 u.S. Supreme Court decision that declared segre~ated schools
I

unconstitutional, the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the 1965 Voting Ri$hts Act. The

historic freedom marches led by Wilkins, Martin Luther King Jr. anJ other civil
I

rights leaders signaled one of the most important social changes of

-UNS-
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U OF M NAMES DEVELOPi~HT DIRECTOR

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

June 19, 1986
Contact 11AT HOLLINSHEAD 612) 624-0280

Dayton HUltgren, former president of the Consulting Group of Minreapolis, has

been appointed director of development for the University of tiinnesota.

As senior manager of the 50-member development staff, Hultgren wi~l direct the

university's fund-raising activities, which have attracted more than $ 2 million in

private gifts from alumni, corporations, foundations, organizations and others

during the past year. The university is currently seeking $300 milli n in private

gifts for its three-year Minnesota Campaign chaired by Minneapolis bu inessman and

university alumnus Curtis L. Carlson.

"It gives me great satisfaction that we've been able to attract M • HUltgren,"

said Stephen Roszell, associate vice president for alumni relations and development.

HUltgren will report to Roszell, who is also executive director of the vniversity of

Minnesota Foundation.

Hultgren, who holds master's and doctorate degrees from the unive~sity, served

as president of San Francisco Theological Seminary from 1982 to 1985 and as

president of United Theological Seminary in New Brighton, Minn., from 971 to 1982.

Before that, he was director of the Individual Learning Center and a fa ulty member

at Macalester College and director of special academic programs for the university's

College of Liberal Arts, student counseling bureau and athletic departm nt.

Recently, HUltgren worked wi th the Riverside Group of Columbia niversi ty's

Graduate Scnool of Management to design and establish tne Institute for Theological

(t-10RE)
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He and hisimmediatel~.
I
\
I

He is a member and past chair of the board of \directors for

I

HUltgren assumes the director of development position

Ministers Life Insurance Co. of Minneapolis.

wife, Ruth, live in Minneapolis and have four children.

Education Management.

-UI-JS-
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Contact MARY STANIK (612) 624-4604

'u' TO PARTICIPATE IN MAJOR HEART DISEASE STUDY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A study to determine whether drug intervention can prevent hea~t failure and

the progression of heart disease in people with decreased heart function has begun

at the University of Minnesota and 23 other medical centers worldwide.!
I

The study, sponsored by the National Heart, Lung and Blood rnititute, will

examine the effect of drug treatment on left ventricular dysfunction in people who
I
i

have decreased heart function but don't yet have symptoms of heart fai ure, said Dr.

Jay N. Cohn, who is directing the study at the university.

"Although people currently experiencing heart failure may be eli ible for the

study~ we are most interested in those individuals who are exhibit'ng decreased

heart function but not heart failure, mainly because no study of this ind has ever
,

been done on this type of heart patient before," said Cohn, professo~ of medicine

and head of cardiology at the university. "Typical patients might be individuals
!

who have had high blood pressure for a long time, or people who h~ve had heart

attacks and recovered, or individuals who have been found to have enlarged hearts
!
I

during routine physicals, though we will be screening all potential patients for

eligibility. "

Potential patients will be measured for reduced ejection fraction, which is the

amount of blood emptied by the heart with each beat. Reduced ejectio fraction is

the standard used to determine lessened heart function.

(MORE)
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500The study will examine up to 7,100 people. The university hopes

people between the ages of 21 and 80 who exhibit reduced ejection fr ction at the

time of screening. Screening is free and will be done at the uni ve si ty and six

local medical centers participating in the study under the universit 's direction.

The Veterans Administration Medical Center, St. Paul Ramsey Medical Ce ter, Hennepin

County Medical Center, Park Nicollet Medical Center, Mount Sinai Hos ital and the

Minneapolis Heart Clinic are participating in the study.

Once accepted into the study, patients will be divided into two !groups. One

group will be given a placebo and the other a drug called enalapril, which is an
I

angiotensin-converting cU:Gyme i nhibi tor. This is a relatively new type of

vasodilator, which encourages blood vessel dilation when tightening of the blood

vessels occurs. Such tightening can put an unnecessary burden on t~e heart and
,

hasten heart failure. The drug has been very effective in some peoPl~ wi th heart
I

disease and hypertension and has also beon used with some success in those already
I
I

afflicted with heart failure. !

Study participants will take either the placeho or enalapril at hime and will

be monitored for heart failure development or worsening heart failure for up to five
I

years. Patients will also continue to see their private physicians duriJg the study.

Milton Randle, a 46-year-old St. Paul man who suffered a heart atiack in 1985

and underwent coronary bypass surgery that same year, will be the first patient to

enter the study. He will come to the universi ty on Ivlonday (June 23) at 9 a.m. for

an examination and will be given either the placebo or enalapril.

People

"This study is probably the largest study ever undertaken by t~e National
I

Heart, Lung and Blood Institute and is very important because we alread know that

interested in participating in the study should contact Dr. Spencer K

drugs can help patients already symptomatic for heart failure," Cohn s

625-9100.

-UNS-
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U OF M PROFESSOR WINS LITERARY AWARD

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

innesota 55455

612) 624-5228

l
/Iii j',

t ~.

• I

Norwegian poetry.

William Mishler, associate Scandinavian professor at the uriversity of

Minnesota, has won the Richard Wilbur Award for his translation pf a book of

I

Mishler and Roger Greenwald of the University of Toronto tran lated "Stone

Fences: A Book from the Inner Townships from Childhood in the Fifti s," by Paal-

Helge Haugen.

The work was chosen the best book-length translation of poetry, according to

the American Literary Translators Association. The translation wa judged for

literary and technical merit and significance of the work in its origi al language.

Haugen has been called one of Norway's most talented poets.

Mishler's poetry and translations have appeared in the Chicago R view, Denver

Quarterly and Scandinavian Review. "Stone Fences" will be published by the

University of Missouri Press.

-UNS-
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RUTTAN NAMED REGENTS' PROFESSOR AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Vernon W. Ruttan, agricultural and applied economics prof~ssor at the

University of Minnesota, has been named a regents' professor, the highelst university
I
I

faculty honor. !

Ruttan has been highly acclaimed for his recommendation of rgricultural

policies for both community and regional development. He is also knownl as a pioneer
,

in the formulation of the economics of technical change both in the ynited States

and internationally. His research on the comparative agricultural d~velopment in

Japan and the United States from the end of the 19th century to the iddle of the

20th century has been described by one of his peers as "a model of careful,

diligent, empirical research and of the development of a powerful the ry from that

research."

Among Ruttan's honors are the 1984 Alexander von Humboldt Award" recognizing
I

the most significant contribution to American agriculture during the ~revious five

years, and election as a fellow of both the American Agriculturall Economics

Association (AAEA) and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. He was also

invited to deliver the prestigious Fellows Address to the AAEA in 1984.

-UNS-
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that festers long after the colonialist's flag is hauled down.

June 24, 1986
Contact DREW DARLING 612) 624-0214

BOOK ON POSTCARDS TELLS STORY OF FRENCH COLONIALISM

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

French postcards of Algerian women posed as harem girls are the backdrop of a

study of the French colonial presence in Algeria in a book just released by the

University of Minnesota Press.

"The Colonial Harem," by Algerian Marek Alloula, illustrates hrW something

seemingly as trivial as a three-cent picture postcard with a few riba d lines sent

back home can, for a nation already under foreign domination, add insrlt to injury
I
I

Yet because the photos largely feature prostitutes and outcasts in compositions

designed by European pnotographers and set up in their studios, the p stcards are

more a parody of Victorian sexual fantasies than a genuine portraya of women in

Arab society, Alloula says.

Produced by the millions between 1900 and 1930, postcards of harem girls were

sent by soldiers, colonialists and tourists to both titillate and sh9ck a culture

still corseted in Victorian mores. The implicit message was that the photographer

had captured females, and the sender had captured not only the w

country, but the essence of the erotic and the exotic, dreamlike rient, says

Alloula. "A comic strip of colonial morality," he calls the cards.

Alloula does not share in their humor. "Possession of Arab women ame to serve

as a surrogate for and a means to the political and military conquest of the Arab

world," he writes. "What I read on these cards does not leave me indif erent.VI

(NORE)
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I

What they show him is the degrading image that he as an Algerian ~ust share in

European eyes, he says. I

The book would have been unnecessary if photographs existed of th~ glance that

colonized people returned to their colonizers, Alloula says. Lackfng that, he

"returns this immense postcard to its sender." I

Copies of the book for review or wholesale orders are available t~rOUgh Brenda

Jokisalo, University of Minnesota Press, 2037 University Ave. S.E., Minneapolis, MN

55455 or (612) 624-9375.

-UNS-
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PROGRAM WORKS TO KEEP TROUBLED FAMILIES INTACT

By Gwen Ruff
University News Service

Keeping families together to overcome child abuse and neglect is Ithe goal of a

University of Minnesota program that's just completing its third year.

The

families

neglect.

i

program's paraprofessional graduates are trained to providt services to

whose members traditionally have been separated because of chtld abuse and

It was started because more and more county social service agenci s were using

family service aides in addition to professional social workers to h lp troubled

families. Because the roles and requirements of these paraprofessio als differed

from county to county and agency to agency, the Minnesota Departm nt of Human

Services initiated the Parent-Provider Partnership with the university and nine

county agencies in 1983. Students in the university program had been doing this type

of work but had no formal training.

"One of the reasons we designed the program was to provide some parameters,"

director Mary Lou Gilstad said. "People were functioning in all kinds f ways. The

people who were doing this kind of work seemed to be people who we e good with

families and were turned loose to do what they could."

Most people incorrectly assume that abused children are te to leave

their homes and that they wa.nt to be rescued, Gilstad said. But very trong bonds

exist between children and parents regardless of what goes on at ho e, and many

children run away from foster homes to return to parents who've been dec ared unfit,

she said.

(MORE)
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Studies indicate about one-third of children put in foster care don't need to

be removed from their homes, program coordinators say. Many child-prot ction workers

are starting to question whether the old method of "fixing" indi iduals, then

bringing the family back together works.

"It's assumed that everything is going to be OK, but in a mat er of weeks,

they're back where they were," Gilstad said.

Program graduates are role models -- and it is hoped, friends ~- to family

members. Students in the program have proven in their own families that they manage

households, money and time well.

"TheY're not counselors; they're not therapists," Gilstad said. "They're

teachers of life-management skills. That doesn't mean they're perfect, but they have

things under control."

In turn, the paraprofessionals "help people get hold of their lives." They

teach parents how to manage bUdgets, to discipline children appropri tely and to

develop good communication skills. They also help family members learn where to get

help with problems such as alcoholism, unemployment and mental illness.

Family service associates help families learn the skills that ~orm a solid

foundation a professional social worker can build on. "A professional fS often the
,

heavy who has to make the tough decisions," Gilstad said.

This family-based approach appears more successfUl with young fami~ies who may

be overwhelmed by earning a liVing and raising a family. Teen-age and sihgle parents

with low incomes, handicapped children or large families are particularlt vulnerable

to abuse and neglect, program coordinators said.

The program consists of 100 hours of workshops and small-group sess ons. In the

smaller sessions, stUdents discuss ways of putting what they learn in 0 practice.

When training is complete, students are tested on their knowledge of s ch areas as

parenting and communication skills, health and safety, stress and life anagement,

self-esteem concepts and family dynamics.

(l-iORE)
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The program has 18 graduates, and nine students are being assesse this summer.

Thirty-eight students are in training, and another 35 will begin the program this

fall.

The students -- all women -- have come from a variety of backg ounds. Some

have four-year college degrees, and others have only finished high s hool. All are

working for social service agencies, training coordinator Trish Bl mquist said.

In addition to the more extensive certificate-granting program, ihe university

provides workshops on general information for a variety of paraprofessionals who

work with dysfunctional families.
I

Students in both programs have come from all areas of the state. A 1984-85

pilot program operated in southwestern Minnesota. This past year, training sessions

were offered on the Red Lake Indian Reservation and in St.

Albert Lea to Park Rapids to Cloquet, Blomquist said.

Cloud to ~tudents from

\

\

This fall, students from Dakota, Scott, Carver and Ramsey will attend

sessions in Rosemount. Program coordinators also are negotiating w·th Fairview

hospitals to train volunteers who work with families.

Gilstad said using family service associates can save counties oney because

the average annual salary for this type of work is low, about $11,000. Officials

estimate it costs about $5,000 to keep a child in a foster home for a y ar, and each

paraprofessional can work with six to eight families a year, she said.

More importantly, coordinators think the program recognizes new ~hinking in a

field that is respondins to heightened public awareness of the probl~ms of child
i

abuse and neglect. Gilstad, Blomquist and students consider themselves 1ioneers, and

even donned 1800s-style bonnets for a graduation photo.

The university program is a direct response to concerns about failures to

develop healthy families by treating individuals, to an awareness of s rong family

ties and to new child abuse and neglect prevention methods, they sa d. Now that

ideas and theories have Changed, "the way we serve those in trouble ha to change,

too," Gilstad said.
-UNS-
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U OF MINNESOTA HIRES POLICE CHIEF

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Gary R. Wilson, Ohio State University deputy police chief, has ~een chosen to

head the University of Minnesota's police force following a yearlong s~arch.

Wilson, 48, who will become chief Aug. 1, has been with the Ohio State

University police department since 1971. The hiring is subject to ap roval by the

universi ty Board of Regents. He will replace Eugene Wilson, who re ired in June

1985 after 12 years at the university and 22 years with the Minneapolis Police

Department.

"In addition to keeping the safety of our community a top p iority, our

university police department and its new chief will step up for

institutional property -- such as computers," said Frank Wilderson, v ce president

for student affairs, who oversees the university police. "Chief ~;ils n and I will

work on expanding the eyes and ears of the department through an incre sed and more

efficient use of student monitors." While at Southern Illinois Universi.ty in the
I

1960s, Gary Wilson supervised the student patrol.
I

Gary Wilson was selected following a national search, which began tast July and

attracted more than 300 candidates. Six candidates were interviewed bi a selection

committee, and four names were submitted to Wilderson.

William House, who has been acting police chief since Eug ne Wilson's

retirement, will return to the force as a captain.

Since leaving the U.S. Army airborne division in 1958, Gary Wilson has studied,

taught or worked in law enforcement. He is married and has four childr n.

-UNS-
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MICHAEL NAMED U OF MINNESOTA REGENTS' PROFESSOR

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Alfred F. Michael, chief of nephrology and interim director of the pediatrics

department at the University of Minnesota Medical School, has been naJed a regents'

professor, the highest honor given faculty members.

Michael joined the university in 1963 and became a leader in resea ch of kidney

disease and its treatment. He has directed research sponsored by he National

Institutes of Health and the American Heart Association.

Michael, author of more than 300 scientific articles, i currently

investigating the immunopathology of kidney disease. He has served as rofessor and

chief of the Medical School's Immunopathology Laboratory since 1979. M chael became

chair of the scientific advisory board for the Viking Children's Fund, supported by

the Minnesota Vikings and a major supporter of the pediatrics departm nt research,

in 1978. He was a John Simon Guggenheim Fellow and Visiting Investigator in

Copenhagen, Denmark, from 1966 to 1977.

"Dr. Michael is judged to be one of a handful of leaders in he field of

experimental renal pathology and pediatric nephrology," said David M. B own, Medical

School dean. "Thanks in large part to Dr. IUchael, the clincal service of pediatric

nephrology at the University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic is the model for the

nation."

Said Michael: "lowe a lot to the University of Minnesota for al owing me to

grow and develop in my profession."

-UNS-
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MEMO TO NEWS PEOPLE

The first use of funds from the $10 million unrestricted gift fro~ the McKnight

Foundation to the Minnesota Campaign will be outlined to the UniversitYI of Minnesota

Board of Regents Friday (July 11). The new program will focus on the d~velopment of

Junior faculty, appointing nine McKnight/Land Grant Professors each year to a three-

year term. Recipients will be selected through university-wide co petition, and

each will receive an. annual award of $16,500 for researcn expenses One of the

three years will be a leave with full pay to pursue research interests.

The program is unusual in its concentration on junior faculty By making

substantial awards at the beginning of a career -- when extra researc support may

well be the most needed by young scholars -- the program hopes to attra t and retain

th~ best young faculty in academic careers.

Announced in February, the t1cKnight Foundation's gift requires nly that its

funds be used to implement President Kenneth H. Keller's "Commitment td Focus" plan.

The program will use $3 million of the McKnight Funds, $3 millio from other

unrestricted gifts and $6 million from the Permanent University Fund to create a $12

million endowment that will support 27 ~cKnight/Land Grant Professors 0 the faculty

in any given year.

The regents also will discuss a mission and value statement for in ercollegiate

athletics Thursday (July 10).

The statement is the first step in implementing proposals develop d by a task

force on intercollegiate atnletics. Intercollegiate atnletics should ~rovide

educational and personal growtn for students, create an environment where students

can succeed in academic work as well as in athletic competition, help d velop career

(OVER)



opportunities and offer a high le~el of competition, according to t e statement.

Regents also will vote on proposed preparation requiremen s during an 8:30

a.m. meeting Friday (July 11). The proposal spells out which cla ses high school

students who plan to attend the university should take. Students wh haven't met the

requirements would still be admitted, but would have to make up t e courses before

they move to the university's upper division.

Also during Friday's committee meeting, regents will hear a report on lower-

division education, which generally makes up a university student's first two years.

A committee has recommended establishing an undergraduate ce ter on the Twin

Cities campus that would be the single, first contact for students. The center

should simplify approaching, entering and moving through by being in

Affairs, the report says.

['Ussion and
Minnesota-

a highly visible location, should help people new to the campus find services and

offices and provide referrals to advisers, the committee recommend d.

The center should be housed under the academic affairs offi e with a senior

administrator responsible for "protecting and enhancing the quality of undergraduate

education," and should be linked to the Office of Minority and,Special Student

i

A university government assembly has approved an imPlementat~on committee, to

be made up of administrators, faculty members and students, to c~me up with more
I

ooncrete suggestions.

Here is a sample of agenda items.

Thursday, July 10
--Staff and student affairs committee, 1:30 p.m., 300 Morrill

value statement on intercollegiate athletics and operating princi
North Dakota reciprocity agreement.

--Finance and legislative committee, 1:30 p.m., 238 Morrill. ospital bUdget.
The follOWing two committees will meet after the 1:30 meeting adjourn.
--Educational planning and policy committee, 300 Mo rill. School of

Management's response to "Commitment to FOCUS;" name Change for U lversity Without
Walls.

--Physical planning and operations committee, 238 Morrill Torture victim
treatment center.

Friday, July 11
--Committee of the whole, 8:30 a.m., 238 Morrill. Preparati n requirements;

1987-89 bUdget requests; lower-division education.
--Regular monthly meeting after committee of Whole adjour s, 239 Morrill.

McKnight land grant professorship program; final action on committ e votes.

(A1,3;B1,6;C1,3) -UNS-
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NELSON CHAIR IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING SET UP AT U OF M

(FOR It~DIATE RELEASE)
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innesota 55455

612) 624-2346

The Richard K. and Barbara L. Nelson Land Grant Chair in Mechanica~ Engineering

has been established at the University of Minnesota with contributions from the

Nelsons and the university's Permanent University Fund.

The total endowment for the ohair is $1 million, oonsisting of the private gift

and PUF matohing funds. The Nelsons will provide $70,000 lly from a

oombination of personal oontributions and a trust established for the niversity of

Minnesota Foundation.

The ohair is expeoted to help the university recruit distinguish d faculty to

broaden the quality of teaohing and research in the meohanical engineering

department. It may inolude visiting faoulty as well as tenure-t

appointments, but appointments will be no longer than four years.

faoulty

Riohard Nelson received baohelor's and master's degrees in meohanioal

engineering from the university and works for Cray Research Corp. The !Nelsons live

in Bloomington.

-UNS-
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U OF MINNESOTA N~lES ACADffi~IC VP

(FOR II~1EDIATE RELEASE)

Rogflr Benjamin, University of Pittsburgh provost, has been named pniversity of

Minnesota academic vice president and provost of the Twin Cities campus.

Benjamin, 44, tiho left the University of i''1innesota for Pittsburgh :'n 1983 after

17 years on the faculty, will become the second highest ranking aamini trator Sept.

1. His annual salary will be $104,000.

Benjamin's hiring fills the vacancy created when Kenneth H. KlIer became

actine; universi ty president in i'Jovember 1984. Keller became presid nt in Harch

198). V. Rama Hurthy has been interim academic vice president.

Benjamin began his career at the University of i1innesota as n assistant

political science professor in 1966. He became a full professor in 977 and was

associate dean of the College of Liberal Arts until he left for Pittsb~rgh. He has

specialized in comparative economies and politics of Great Britain, Japan and the

United States.

He received a bachelor of science degree from Micnizan State Unive sity in 1963

and a Ph.D. from ~lashington UniverSity in St. Louis in 1961.

-UNS-
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PATIENTS NEEDED FOR
U OF M ASTHMA STUDY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Asthmatics between the ages of 18 and 70 who are taking some form of

theophylline, a common asthma medication, and are not dependent on, steroids are

needed for a major comparative drug study at the University of Minneso~a.
The study, sponsored by the Fisons Corporation of Bedford, MtsS.' will be

conducted at 12 medical centers around the country, including theniversity of

r'I'

. t .

Minnesota. Subjects will be followed for 14 weeks to see if the tes drug reduces

inflammation while controlling asthma better.

Women capable of becoming pregnant are not eligible. Those who complete the

study will be paid $100. The study will require 12 visits to the university's

allergy clinic.

For more information, contact Barbara Struck at (612) 624-5456.

-UNS-
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MCKNIGHT GIFT FUNDS U OF M JUNIOR FACULTY PROGRAM

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Beginning next year, nine University of Minnesota junior facult members will

be selected each year for a three-year program that administrators hope will boost

careers and instill institutional loyalty.

Faculty members chosen in a university-wide competition to become McKnight/Land

Grant professors will be awarded $16,500 research grants each year and will be able
I

to take the second or third year as a paid research leave. I

The program, which will begin in the 1987-88 academic year, is th~ first use of

a $10 million unrestricted gift from the McKnight Foundation to he Minnesota

Campaign, a three-year effort to raise $300 million for the university The program

will use $3 million of McKnight funds, $3 million from other unrestri ted funds and

$6 million from the Permanent University Fund (PUF) to create a $12 million

endowment that will support 27 of these professorships every year.

Last year the Legislature released the $65 million PUF -- m ney that has

accumulated from various state resources, largely timber and mineral rights

royalties, for use by the university in matching private contributionr pledged for

I
"For the younger scholar, the McKnight/Land Grant Professors ip can be an

incentive and reward package made available at that point in an academ'c career when

it is needed most and when it may have the most profound effects " university

President Kenneth H. Keller said.

The program is unusual in its concentration on junior faculty; m st others -
Such as Regents' Professorships -- tend to reward faculty after years of outstanding
service.

The McKnight gift requires only that the funds be used to imple ent Keller's
"Commitment to Focus" plan for reshaping the university.

. i· -

(A1,3,16;B1,6;C1,3,16;D16) -UNS-
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U OF M REGENTS APPROVE PREPARATION REQUIREMENTS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The University of Minnesota Board of Regents Friday (July 11 ) voted 10-2 to

approve preparation requirements for high school students who will begin classes in

1991.

The vote came after regents discussed the proposal for more ~han an hour.

University President Kenneth H. Keller told regents that state ion officials

say almost all school districts will offer the required courses y this fall.

Students who enter the university in 1991 will be expected to have ompleted four

years of high school English, three years of mathematics, three yea s of science,

two years of social studies and two years of a foreign language. Stud nts who dontt

meet the requirements can make up courses before their junior year at the

university.

The requirements will not affect students who graduate from high school before

Sept. 1, 1987, even those who decide to enroll at the university after 1991.

Current financial aid policies would cover up to 30 credits, or two ~UII quarters,

of required courses. I

A very small number of schools may not offer a second year of

but may have a neighboring school that does, Keller said.

Regent David Roe of Medicine Lake opposed the requirements

language

stioned most

of the ideas proposed in Kellerts "A Commitment to Focus," the document that spawned

the move toward preparation requirements. Asking students to take spe ific classes,

such as foreign language, to prepare for university attendance could ma e the school

inaccessible to some young people, said Roe, one of two regents votin against the

proposal.
(HORE)
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(HORE)

"Does ('Commitment to Focus') redefine and limit access to the ~niversityof

Minnesota7" he asked. I

Stanley Sahlstrom, a regent from Crookston who also voted against the proposal,

said he was worried small rural schools __ and agricultural programs in particular

-- would be hurt. He doesn't want to see high schools offering colle e preparatory

programs at the expense of vocational courses, said Sahlstrom, former rovost of the

university's Crookston campus.

Most other regents said that although they share Roe and Sahlstrom's concerns,

they believe spelling out what is required of students who plan to attend the

university will have many benefits.

Even students who haven't had any foreign language classes in high school will
I

only have to make up two classes because one year of high school: language is
I

considered equal to one quarter of university work, said regent Wall~ Hilke of St.

Paul.

By setting the standards, the university can ensure that its deJree has some

meaning, said regent David Lebedoff of Minneapolis. "Access is the m4st important

thing in the world, but access to What?"

Changes are occurring in high schools and colleges regardless of the board's

actions, said Charles Casey, a regent from tiest Concord. He became a ~ChOOI board

member in his community 18 years ago, and at that time, the high school offered two

foreign languages; none is offered now, Casey said.
I
I

College preparatory programs aren't new, and help many students who need clear

definitions of how to prepare for future careers, said regent Willis Dr~ke of Edina.

'We aren't talking about something that's revolutionary ~r terribly

disrupting," Drake said. "I don't think we are adventuring in a maSSive! way."

Regent Verne Long of Pipestone asked Keller if administrators WOU~d change the

requirements if it turned out to have bad effects. I
I

Keller responded: "We can be wrong, and if we are, we can chanie•••• ~i1hen

unlmowns become known we can act to increase access."
I

!



the requirements' effects on access to the university.

Mary SChertler, a regent from St. Paul, asked that the board
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.+.llY
!

evaluate

Regents also heard administrators' plans for legislative bu requests.

bills in the

d electricity.plans to ask for more money for basic operating costs such as

The legislative appropriation hasn't been enough to pay basic

Stanley Kegler, a vice president who is the university's chief lob yist, said he

past several years, and the money has had to come out of areas that could have been

used for classes, Keller told regents.

The bUdget request for 1987-89 will stress funding for basic programs that
!

affect all university students, and that is harder to sell than specific plans that

bring in supporters to lobby legislators, Kegler said.

The budget request is not a political document that asks for some~hing for each
i

campus, he said. flIt's an educational document driven by academic plarls.Vl

Regents also decided to go ahead with a transitional plan for the School of

Management's response to "A Commitment to Focus." Keller suggeJted that the

management school reduce its undergraduate enrollment, but unresol~ed questions
I

remain about what to do about students from other programs, such as agribusiness,

who must take management courses to complete degrees.

During the upcoming school year, special sections will be off red to those

students while a long-term solution is worked out, regents decided.

Regents discussed a name change for the University Without Walls to the

I

University College Program for Individual Learning. The name chatige will more

-UNS-

(Preparation requirements/A1,3;B1,6;C1,3)

accurately reflect the program's role after "Commitment to FOiuslI changes,

administrators have said. Enrollment was reduced to focus on studen1s who wanted

multidisciplinary or highly specialized studies in areas of the!university's

academic strengths. Other students will be referred to schools that or'fer programs

they're interested in.

Regents are scheduled to vote on the name change next month. I

I

I

I

----------
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U OF MINNESOTA NAMES RADIOLOGY CHIEF

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

William M. Thompson, formerly professor of radiology at Duke U iversity, has

been named head of the radiology department at the University of Minnesota Medical

School.

Thompson, who began his new duties July 1, succeeds Eugene Gedgaudas.
I

"The University of Minnesota department of radiology has a strong tradition and

it is an honor to be following in the footsteps of men such as Dr. G dgaudas," said

Thompson. "I will do everything possible to maintain that strong tradition by

improving clinical care, teaching and research."

A 1969 graduate of the University of Pennsylvania Medical Sch 01, Thompson

completed his internship at the Case Western Reserve Medical Center. His residency

was at Duke University in 1972; he stayed at Duke until accepting the 1innesota job.

Thompson became an assistant professor in 1975, an associate professor in 1917 and a

professor in 1982. He also had been chief of the radiology department at the

Veterans Administration Hospital in Durham, North Carolina since 1919. From 1970 to

1972 he served as a senior assistant surgeon for the U.S. Public H,alth Service

Alaska Native Medical Center. \

"Dr. Thompson is a highly regarded gastroenterologlc radiOl~gist and is

productive in research in both experimental and clinical radiOlOgy~" said David

r/' . J

( ..

(

Brown, dean of the university's medical school. flUe hopes op improved

systems for the delivery of radiology services at the University Hosp'tal and will

be strengthening the radiology residency program through the affiliate hospitals."

Thompson is the author of numerous scientific publications a d is on the

editorial committee of Contemporary Diagnostic Radiology.

(Thompson/A1,19;Bl,4,6;C19) -UNS-
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MUSCLE-TESTING SYSTEM
EVALUATES ISOMETRIC STRENGTH, ENDURANCE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A computerized system that can profile the strength and enduranc~ of all major
I

muscle groups and accurately and safely evaluate the abilities of the severely

disabled and the strongest athletes has been developed at the yniversity of

Minnesota.

university'sThe System for Isometric Muscle Strength (SIMS), developed by

Rehabilitation Engineering Center, is a significant advance in r habilitation

technology because it provides full-body isometric testing in one chai -like unit. A

physical therapist can be taught in a few lessons to monitor the tests, which

require less time and are less tiring for patients than testing device now used.

Most muscle-testing systems evaluate strength and endurance whi e the patient

moves the muscle-joint unit through its full range of motion. The syst ms consist of

several separate units, each designed to evaluate a few muscle groups.

SIMS' design is clean and efficient-looking. The person being tes ed sits in a

chair and is stabilized by an adjustable chest pad and leg and wais straps. The

a personal

cables connected to pads or cuffs register the force and length of ti e the person

can push or pUll with each muscle group. That information

chair converts to a table for tests that require a prone position. ad cells and

computer and a graph shows muscle strength and endurance.

SU1S can be used to measure the isometric strength and endurance of 23 hand,

elbow, shoulder, hip, knee, ankle, trunk and neck actions. The pr ject is the

result of teamwork by physical therapists and engineers at the Re abilitation

(MORE)
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e design of a

Amundsen, a physical therapist, and Patterson. The researchers develo ed SIMS under

Engineering Center. Center director Robert Patterson, a biomedi al engineer,

computerized the system, which is a combination of separate muscle-t sting systems

developed by physical therapists Tanya Baxter and Glenn Scudder.

single versatile unit was accomplished by a team led by co-invest gators Louis

a five-year grant from the National Institute for Handicapped Researc •

SIMS' accuracy has been tested and the results presentedl at national

conferences, including the ninth annual Conference on Rehabilitatioh Technology,

held in Minneapolis in June. Medical evaluations on the system are b 108 performed

at the university's Children's Rehabilitation Center. SIMS has been us evaluate

patients undergoing therapy for muscular dystrophy, polio and traumati and athletic

injuries.

Rights to produce and market SIMS have been purchased by Twin Ci y Surgical of

St. Paul, Minn.

-UNS-
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U OF MOFFERS SCHOLARSHIPS
TO FINANCIALLY TROUBLED FARMERS

I
Financially troubled farmers and their families will be eliaible to take

classes free at the University of Minnesota starting this fall.

Recipients of the Regents' Farm Family Scholarships will be able ito take up to

six credits a quarter, for a maximum of three quarters over two ye~rs. Students
I

University researchers estimate that between 10 and 30 percent 0 farmers may

have to leave their operations because of current economic problems.

Chancellor Edward Frederick of the university's Waseca campus prop sed the idea

to university administrators as a way of helping financially stressed farmers who

want to pursue their educations. The Board of Regents approved the pr posal Friday

(July 11).

"With the severe financial problems confronting many Minnesota f .rm families,

there is a special need for the university to recognize the seriou$ness of the
I
'I

situation and to respond in a constructive fashion," said Richard Sauer, vice

president for Agriculture, Forestry and Home Economics. "This pr gram would

specifically help those who are interested in getting their feet wet regarding a

possible new career that requires further education."

Scholarship applicants must be able to document that they are 'n imminent

danger of losing their farms through foreclosure or repossession, th t they face

debt restructuring or that they have lost their farms. Spouses or depend nt children

who live at home also are eligible.

(MORE)



waiver program.

County extension agents can recommend qualified candidates

FARM SCHOLARSHIPS -2-

I
I

IfOr
I

the tuition

The scholarships shouldn't cost the university any money becau e recipients

will be able to enroll in previously scheduled classes on a space-av ilable basis,

university officials said.

-UNS-
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PATIENTS NEEDED FOR U OF M HYPERTENSION STUDY

(FOR IliMEDIATE RELEASE)

Individuals who are over 60 and have isolated systolic hyperten

for a major high blood pressure study at the University of Minnesota.

are needed

of high blood pressure in the elderly.

Isolated systolic hypertension (ISH) occurs when the systolic, t p number used

in blood pressure measurement, is greater than 160 and the diastolic, ottom number,

is below 90. Systolic blood pressure is the measurement of the force exerted

against the walls of the arteries when the heart pumps. Diastolic bl od pressure is

the measure of the force remaining in the arteries between heartb ats, when the

heart is at rest. ISH increases the risk of stroke or heart attack, and

approximately 3 million Americans have it, including 8 percent of those between ages

60 and 69 and 20 percent of those over 80.

The study will be conducted at 16 medical centers around the coutry, including

the University of Minnesota. Patients will be seen at Mount Sinai Hospital.
I

Locally, 300 subjects will be studied over five years to compare stanrard treatment

I

For more information, contact Julie Levine at 872-5744.

-UNS-
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CHINESE HERBAL MEDICINE IMPROVES OXYGEN DELIVERY TO TISSUES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

fJrn.(
(14 "{
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From the mountains of southwestern Cnina, to the clinics of B ijing, to the

laboratories of the University of Minnesota, a Chinese herbal medicine has shown the

potential for preventing damage from reduced blood flow to tissues.

The herbal medicine was originally obtained from a plant that gro s only in the

Chinese mountains near Tibet. Its active ingredient, anisodami e, has been

synthesized and is widely used to treat various states of shock in Ch na, the only

country in which it is used.

Anisodamine may turn out to be an invaluable gift from East to Wst, thanks to

a rare collaboration between a Chinese physiologist and an American cardiologist.

Chinese medical workers and Dr. Shu-Lun Zhang, director of the aboratory of

microcirculation at the Capital Institute of Pediatrics in Beijing. China, have

already seen the clinical value of anisodamine. In China, it has redu~ed mortality

from meningitis from 67 percent to 12 percent, and from 25 percent to 11 percent from

toxic dysentery. For his work in microcirculation and oxygen tran portation to

tissues, Zhang has received several scientific achievement awards fro the Chinese

Academy of Medical Sciences and was named "~lodel Medical Science Worke " in 1985.

Meanwhile, similar research on tissue oxygenation was ucted at the

university by Dr. Stanley Einzig, associate professor of pediatri cardiology.

Einzig uses a technique to measure tissue blood flow in which microsp eres -- tiny

beads slightly larger than red blood cells -- are tagged with radioac ive isotopes.

(I'lORE)
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The oxygen content of blood is measured, and the amount of oxygen that has been

carried by blood flow to a specific area of the body is determined.

Zhang's sister visited Einzig in 1984 while she was a research a sociate in the

university's oncology department. She suggested that the techniques u ed in Einzig's

laboratory would be ideal for investigating Zhang's use of anisodamin • With support

from the Women of Variety, Zhang was offered a two-year position as visiting

professor of pediatric cardiolcgy at the university's Variety Club Cardiovascular

Research Center.

The first year of that collaboration has yielded data on anisod mine's effects

and possible applications. Zhang presented some of these results at the annual

meeting of the Society for Pediatric Research in Washington, D.C., in May.

In one research project, Zhang, Einzig and colleagues used th microsphere

technique to test the hypothesis that anisodamine's therapeutic enefits were

related to reversal of hYPoxia, a deficiency of oxygen reaching body tissues. Five

lambs were studied in five different physiologic states each: uring normal

breathing, after 15 minutes of breathing a reduced-oxygen mixture to nduce hypoxia,

after 30 minutes of recovery from hypoxia, 10 minutes after receivi g anisodamine

and 15 minutes after receiving anisodamlne and breathing reduced-ox gen air. Each

lamb served as its own control for the study, and none appeared harmed by the

treatments.

The study shows tnat anisodamine does improve blood flow and oxy en delivery to

certain tissues during hypoxia, Zhang and Einzig said. "It is especi lly effective

in increasing oxygen to the heart, brain and gut, which suggests t at it may be

effective in reducing damage from a heart attack or other causes of reduced blood

flow to vital organs," Einzig said.

No similarly acting drug is available in the United States, he 5 id.

The researchers' experiments show that anisodamine can even incre se blood flow

above normal in some tissues. This was especially evident in capillaries of the

(MORE)
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pancreas and retina, which are especially susceptible to damage from iabetes.

"I hope that anisodamine will be studied as a treatment diabetes,

especially for diabetic retinopathy," Zhang said. Diabetic retinopa hy, damage to

retinal capillaries, is a major cause of blindness.

Zhang and Einzig are willing to let others pursue the pos ible medical

applications of anisodamine; they are now collaborating on more basic research and

have turned their attention to studying oxygen free radicals, whic are unstable

molecules involved in oxygen metabolism. They hope to find clues to explain tissue

damage when oxygen metabolism is impaired.

-UNS
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THE WORD ON WALL STREET IS:
BUSINESS MAJORS NEED FINESSE

By Drew Darling
University News Service

Word is filtering back to business schools from coast to coast from Yale to

Stanford: Graduates are firm in the hard areas -- finance, marketing, economics and

accounting -- but soft in leadership, ethics, communications and mo ivation. And

it's these nebulous areas they most need help with, say business lead rs.

Schools such as the Universi ty of Minnesota are responding by returning the

business degree to its place among the liberal arts. Espec ally at the

undergraduate level, curriculum committees are emphasizing areas they ad previously

ignored: foreign languages, international studies, writing, hu anities and

literature.

The university's School of Management is reducing undergraduate nrollment and

cutting back on the number of students in each class. To give students greater

flexibility in assembling degree programs suited to individual needs, it also is

I

Liberal arts courses have been part of the management curriculum' at Minnesota

since 1980, but until this cut in required coursework, students largel avoided them

because they wouldn't count toward graduation requirements, said J rry Rinehart,

director of undergraduate management programs. With undergraduate-resident tuition

already around $9,000, students often decided they couldn't affor "extra, no-

credit" classes.

In the interest of competition, business schools in the past oft n sacrificed

(r'10RE)
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students' broader backgrounds to steep them in the business sciences. But as those

graduates become today's executives and managers, the edge among th m lies beyond

theoretical knowledge in a knack for smoothing ruffled feathers, iro ing out office

squabbles, developing team work and leadership and in motivating staf •

The current emphasis is on broadening students' undergraduate studies and on

exposing tnem to tne "humanities of business administration," 1 aving highly

specific training to their early careers or post-graduate studies.
I

"Recruiting companies look for students who are as strong in a Ibroad liberal

arts education as they are in management skills and who have a broad] understanding
\

of business issues that allows them to contribute to their firms a$d not be just

'takers of employment.'

"We're trying to get out of the business of providing the white- ollar workers

of Minnesota and into developing the leaders of the region's economy. In the future

we'll be screening for more than academic abilities. We'll b looking for

leadership skills, self-discipline and motivation in the sense of personal and

career goals," Rinehart said.

"The internship 1s perhaps the best opportunity to develop cer ain skills in

depth while an undergraduate," said Rinehart. "The learning is 't over when

undergraduates leave the university. Students need to realize that a business

degree is not a vocational program training students for a specific trade. We want

them to think of themselves as ready to learn When they get out ins~ead of being

done \"l1th it. It's the value of a liberal arts education that's beingl reasserted."

Faculty members have often said that crowded classrooms and stan ardized tests

make it nearly impossible to communicate the riner details of ethic , leadership,

motivation and judgement necessary for complex decision making. So eginning this

fall, the number of juniors entering the two-year upper-division bus ness program

will be cut by a third, from 800 or 900 to 600. Class rosters that cu rently run as

nigh as 300 will be held to a maximum of 60 students.

(r1ORE)
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The school's students-to-faculty ratio -- 30-to-l -- is the ighest in the

university, said Rinehart. Top business schools such as those at Cor ell, Duke and

Northwestern universities and the universities of Pennsylvania, Mich gan, Virginia

and Texas (Austin) are around 9-to-l.

Grade averages required for admission to the management school 111 be raised

to nearly a "B" average. Students outside the program wanting to t ke management

programs will also face the same requirements in two to three years.
I

"I realize that reduced enrollment figures will force many st~dents to look

elsewhere for business classes. And I know this runs counter to th~ open-access
I

issue, which is what most large universities are all about. But we a~e getting too

many D's and F's among our outside students to assume our classes are for everyone.

What value is the access if you can't take advantage of it? There s a tendency

today to think that everyone ought to get as many business classes as hey can. But

not everyone is cut out for it," Rinehart said. Courses will be m ch harder to

comprehend without the necessary background, he said.

Students have also complained that the degree track is too narrow y focused and

cannot accommodate individual needs. Before this fall, 99 of th 100 credits

necessary for upper-division students were committed to require coursework.

Beginning in September, degree credits that may be earned in classes of the

student's choosing will rise from one to 21, freeing up f1 ve to seve-: classes, or

about 20 percent of upper-division credits.

For further flexibility, students will

I

I

be encouraged to choose one of seven

specializations such as finance, banking, small business management, arketing and

risk management.

-UNS-
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'BEAUTY lHD tHE BEAST' TO PLAY AT U OF M

(FOR IHMBDIATI RlLICASI)

Punohlnello Players, the University ot Hinnesota's community theater, will

present Warren Graves' "Beauty and the Beast" Fridays and saturdays Aug. 1 through

16.

The play is ~be cl~ssic tale ot a prince wbo has been magically changed into a
i

beast. To break t~e spell, he must learn the true meaning ot beauty and discover tbe

power ot love.

Pertormance. are at 8 p.m. in North Hall Tbeater, bebind the St. Paul Student

center. Tickets ~re $4, .3 tor students and senior oitizens, and are available at

the door or by ca~lina (612) 62!l-7!l58. For turtber information, call Tom Johnson at

(612) 348-2848.

-UNS-
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Background on the university's
treatment of Hurler syndrome
appears in the summer issue of
Health Sciences magazine, Which
also examines progress in genetic
treatment of disease and the role
of the university's new Institute
of Human Genetics.
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July 25, 1986 I

Contact MICHAEL MOORE, Q612) 624-5100

U OF M RESTORES ENZY}m PRODUCTION
WITH BONE MARROW TRANSPLANTS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

In what could be the prototype for gene transplantation, do tors at the

University of Minnesota's Variety Club Children's Hospital have succe sfully used

bone marrow transplants to treat a group of genetic enzyme deficiency d seases, some

of Which can cause progressive mental retardation.

Known as lysosomal storage diseases, the approximately 30 disorde s are caused

by the lack of one of the enzymes that every cell needs to break down and recycle

excess cellular material.

"If genetic engineering is going to work, it (enzyme replacement) first has to

work in bone marrow transplantation, because that is most likely to be he procedure

by which genes will be transplanted," said pediatrics professor William Krivit.

Krivit visited England in 1983 to see children who had received bone marrow

transplantation for these diseases. He returned this June to visit wo of those

children, who were treated five years ago for Hurler syndrome. They are ow 6 years

old, have IQs over 100, are doing well in developmental tests and a e attending

school.

This is especially encouraging because progressive mental retardat'on is one of

(MORE)
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the hallmarks of Hurler syndrome. \lhether restoring enzyme pro uction could

normalize cells in the brain and thereby prevent the mental deteriora ion caused by

an

in

the disease had been unclear. The British experience -- plus data gathered at the

university showing that levels of abnormal storage

optimistic sign for the children's long-term health, said Chester

cerebrospinal fluid of Hurler patients after bone marrow transplant

geneticist and assistant professor in pediatrics and at the unive sity's Dight

Laboratories.

The university's pediatric bone marrow transplant team headed ~y professors

Norma K.C. Ramsay and John H. Kersey has treated 10 patients with IYSO~omal storage

diseases -- the most of any u.s. center. The best known of these p tients, Leah

Baune, had a June follow-up exam that was encouraging, said Krivit, er physician.

She was treated in June 1984 for metachromatic leukodystrophy, which u ually results

after birth"We must do the transplants as early as possible -- ideally,

following the course that resulted in her sister Krissy's death.

in progressive neuromuscular damage. Leah's tests show that the d sease is not

to prevent the progressive neurologic damage," Whitley said. "\-Ie a so intend to

treat a broader spectrum of genetic diseases, when the chance for a go d quality of

life exists for the child." He said that four children are on the wai ing list for

bone marrow transplants at the hospital.

The treatment used in all the lysosomal storage disease patient consists of

transplanting bone marrow from a healthy brother or sister whose tissue type matches

the patient's. This makes it less likely that the n~w bone marrow will cause severe

graft-versus-host disease, one of the biggest threats in one marrow

transplantation.

-UNS-
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MEMO TO NEWS PEOPLE

Since April 1918, the University of Minnesota has perfo+ed 18 heart

transplants, including the state's first heart-lung transplant. over' 50 of those

patients are expected to return to the university Friday and Saturdy (Aug. 1 and

2) for a series of events ranging from speeches and banquets to a Minnesota Twins-

Oakland Athletics game Friday night.

Reporters are ~lelcome to cover all events, including the Twins game.

Credentials for covering the game can be obtained from Remci Kiratli at (612) 375-

7489. The group will be seated in the lower deck, first base ine section.

Physicians and former patients will be available for comment. The vents are as

follows:

Friday

--2 to 3 p.m.

--5 to 6 p.m.

-- 7:30 p.m.

Welcome/Opening Meeting
Radisson Universi ty Hotel ballroom, 615 \"lash1ngton Ave.
S.E., Minneapolis
Short remarks by heart transplant surgeons and ph sicians, who
will include Stuart W. Jamieson, surgery professor,
cardiothoracic surgery head and University of Mi esota Heart
and Lung Institute director;· w. Steves Ring, assi tant surgery
professor and heart transplant program director; Maria-Teresa
Olivari, assistant medicine professor and medica director of
the heart transplant program-cardiology section; nd R. Morton
Bolman, former head of the heart transplant pro ram, who 1s
now at \oJ'ashington University in St. Louis. Me bers of the
organ donor team from the st. Paul chapter of the American Red
Cross will also speak.

Dinner
Radisson University Hotel ballroom

Twins-Athletics game
Metrodome

(OVER)
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Aug. 2

--9 a.m.

-- 9:45 a.m.

--10:30 a.m.

--Noon

--12=30 p.m.

(A1,19;B1,4,6;C19)

-2-

Breakfast
University of Minnesota Hospital
Harvard Street at East River Road, Minneapoli
Eighth floor cafeteria

Group photo session
Outside the hospital

University Hospital tour

Social session
Radisson University Hotel ballroom

Luncheon
Radisson University Hotel ballroom
Jamieson, guest speaker.

-UNS-
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PATIENTS NEEDED FOR
U OF M RAGWEED STUDY

(FOR I~MEDIATE RELEASE)

People allergic to ragweed are needed for a drug evaluation study at the

University of Hinnesota. t
The study, sponsored by the Fisons Corp. of Bedford, Mass., wil examine the

effectiveness of an eye solution in the treatment of allergic reactio s to ragweed

before the solution is made available to the general public. Subjects will be

followed for a maximum of nine weeks August through October.
I

Pregnant or nursing women are not eligible. Those who complete lhe study will

be paid $75. The study will require seven visits to the univers ty's allergy

clinic.

For more information, contact Beatrice Johnson at (612) 624-2466.

-UNS-
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MINNESOTA RESEARCHERS INVOLVED IN MEMORABLE WORK

By Deane Morrison
University News Service

The golfer with a poor memory for strokes is a standing joke on re links, but

University of Minnesota psychologist Bill Fox knows of a golfer wit a much more

serious memory problem.

"Last year a visiting psychologist talked about golfing with an amnesiac

patient," Fox said. "The patient was a good golfer before his inj ry and could

still hit the ball well. But if he took his eye off it after hi ting it, he

couldn't remember a few minutes later where it had gone or even that e had hit it

at alL"

The golfer was a typical amnesiac: He had no trouble remember ng his name,

family members, skills and most other aspects of his life before the in ury, but his

memory for recent events was severely impaired. SUCh impairment is muc more common

than the loss of long-term memory, Fox said.

He is one of several university memory researchers studying t e trials and

triumphs of human memory. Several distinct disorders involve memory im airment, but

in most instances a defect in memory for recent events is the fi st or major

problem.

Although memories are stored throughout the brain, the abil ty to store

recently acquired information is susceptible to damage in one speci 1 part: the

hippocampus, said Dr. Leonard Heston, a university psychiatrist wh works with

Alzheimer's disease patients and their families.

(HORE)
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"Filtering of information is thought to begin in the hippocampu , and it also

sometimes puts memories into long-term storage," Heston said.

The hippocampus, a neural center found deep in each temporal lobe of the

cerebrum, "decides" what is important enough to be remembered a d sends that

information off to be stored. The rest apparently is forgotten.

Long- and short-term memory are just one of several examples of how the brain

known asThis separatiinformation are also separate brain functions.

divides its labor. Memory for procedures such as hitting a golf ball nd for verbal

dissociation, occurs in everyone, Fox said. .

To see how little your conscious mind knows of a simple procedJre, try tying

your shoes with each hand doing what the other usually does or d scribing the

procedure, Fox suggests. Chances are the motor areas of your brai have a near

monopoly on this simple task.

Some Alzheimer's disease patients show dissociation by breezing hrougb common

tasks such as washing dishes, but then being unable to remember t at they have

performed the task, Heston said. One of the strangest cases of dis ociation was

shown by a patient known as N.A., the victim of a freak brain injury hen a fencing

foil went up his nose.

"If somebody orally gave N.A. a word witn two spellings, he cou dn't remember

it later at all," Fox said. "For example, if somebody said to him: 'Remember the

word reed, a part of the mouthpiece of a clarinet,' he couldn't comt up with the

word later. But if ne was then asked to spell "reed," he spelled it ' -e-e-d,' not

the more common 'r-e-a-d.' Somehow the memory of the word's particula meaning was

stored, but without N.A.'s conscious awareness."

Healthy memories often fail when information isn't well or anized. For

example, you may be unable to recall what you had for breakfast yeste day or which

day last week a friend wore her new grey suit. This confusion, cal ed proactive

interference, occurs when circumstances get mixed up, Fox said.

(MORE)
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Neuropsychologist Tom Beniak routinely tests memory-impaired people to

determine the nature of their difficulty. He measures proactive in erference by

giving someone a list of 10 words, perhaps names of fruits, to mem rize. Then he

gives a second list of 10 other fruit names and asks the person t recall both

lists. Healthy people will confuse items from the two lists; but if t e second list

is a different category such as names of animals, then no interference occurs and

learning improves.

"Alzheimer's disease and organic-injury patients are likely t mix up word

lists, but neurotics and psychotics are less so," Beniak said.

syndrome patients show no improved learning when a new category

"Also, Korsakoff's

of wJrds is given."

Korsakoff's is a severe and usually progressive disease of chronic ale holies caused

by a thiamine deficiency.

Memory can go awry When the cues are misleading, Fox said. Eyewi ness accounts

of crimes or other events may be faulty, for example. There are t 0 schools of

thought on this phenomenon: Either the information is stored in memo y but can't be

accessed, or the information may actually be changed by the way in wh'ch we answer

questions about what we've seen.

Fox noted an experiment that tended to support the second view: Two groups of

people watched the same film of a fender-bender, then were quizzed a week later on

what they had seen. One group was asked, "How fast was the car going when it struck

the other car?" The other group was asked how fast the car was going when it

"smashed" the other. The second group recalled a 1ittle more speed and a li tt1e

more damage, with some remembering broken glass even though no glass was actually

broken in the accident.

o walks to aStrong emotion can make the memory more selective.

group," Fox said.

"The word 'smash' seems to cue these 'constructions of memory' n the second

street corner and makes an effort to memorize the scene will proba ly do pretty

(MORE)
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well, Heston said. But if the person is almost run down by a car, e or she will

retain one small part of the scene in great detail and the rest will end to become

blurred.

How good can memory be? We really don't know, Fox said. One eason is that

most people whose memories are studied have poor ones.

"tie get fascinated in this area by people's problems -- not the' r prowess, as

we do in sports or music," he said. "vie haven't yet looked very car fully at the

different kinds of memory skills, nor have we systematically studi d people like

actors and musicians, who seem to have excellent memories for partilular kinds of

material."

Most people can easily recall some facts they haven't thought ab ut for half a

lifetime or more, Fox pointed out. With that ability, few people ca complain of

hopelessly bad memories.

-UNS-
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i

U OP M'S PnpHINELLO PLAYERS ANNOUNCB 1986-81 SEASON

(POR DtmDIATB R'Bl.EASB)

Punchinello Players, the University ot Minnesota's oommunity theater, will open

ita 1986-81 ...on vithAnton Chekhov'. -"The .Cherry Orchard".in Hovellber, tOllowe4
i
,

by Tennessee Williams' "The Glass Menagerie" in Peburary and Philip King's "See How

They Run" in May.

All pertorm~nces will be at 8 p.m. in North Hall Theater, behind the St. Paul

StUdent Center. Season tiokets are '12 tor general admission and $9· tor students

and senior oitiz$s. Tiokets tor indiVidual pertormanoes are $5 and $4. For more
I

intormation oall(612) 624-1458.

"The Cherry prOhard" is Chekhov's tale ot an aristocratic tamily in danger ot

losing its oountrt estate. The play portrays lite's humor and loss with oompassion
,

I

and understanding~ It will be pertormed l.ov. 1,8,14,15 and 20 through 22.

In "The Glas~ Menagerie" we meet the Wingtield tamily: Amanda, the domineering

mother; Tom, her .errant son; and Laura, her shJ daughter', whQ ret.reats troll Ute to

her colleotion ot]glass tigurines. The tragile dreams that hold the tamily together
i

are threatened ~y the arrival ot a gentleman caller tor Laura. "The Glass

Menagerie" will ~ Feb. 13,14,20,21 and 26 through 28.

In the tarc~cal "See How They Run," a series ot coinoidenoes, mishaps and

mistaken identities lead to mass contusion in an English vicarage. Among the

charaoters runnint in and out ot the house are tour men, all wearing clerioalgarb,

one ot whom is a~ esoaped Russian spy. "See How They Run" will be staged May

8,9,15,16 and 21 through 23.

-UNS-
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U INSTALLS CLEAN-WATER WELL
PROTOTYPE IN ROSEMOUNT

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

MTf<

t,J4 !

1/4r

innesota 55455

(612) 624-8520

A prototype well designed to provide clean water to Rosemount lrea residents

whose wells are contaminated has been successfully installed, the niversity of

Minnesota announced Thursday (July 31).

The new well, located in an area where existing wells are conta inated by low

levels of chloroform, is 560 feet deep and draws water from the Fran onia aquifer,

according to Fay Thompson of the university's environmental heal h and safety

department. It is cased and sealed so that it doesn't draw wa er from the

contaminated area, and tests show that no chloroform is present in he Franconia

aquifer. The well was installed by Kinnis-Bauer of Hastings.

Since the feasibility of a Franconia well has been shown, t e Minnesota

Pollution Control Agency is expected to give the university permissiory to go ahead

with 20 additional private wells. Completion of the new wells will rectify a

contamination problem, which was discovered two years ago and led the Minnesota

Department of Health to recommend that 28 families near the university's Rosemount

Research Center not use their well water for drinking or cooking. The contamination

is thought to come from a site at the research center where chemicals were disposed

in the 1960s and early '70s.

-UNS-
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U OF MSlEKS! VORlCS BY JOHN E. ANDERSON
!

(FOR DleI1Tl RBLJWJE)

Tbe Un1v.raJ.~, ot MiDneaota Art Muaeua 1s seekina intormation -t'-roa.yone who
I

knows ot or posseases works by Minneaota-born abstraot artist John E. Anderson.

Intormation suppl~ec:l will be inoluded in a catalog ot Anderaon's work be1ng prepared

by the auaeum.
i

Born in ~to, Anderson grew up and attended high sohool in South Dakota. He
I
I

graduated trom th, Walker Art SChool in Minneapolis, studied and exhiblted in Paris
I
1

in the late 19JtOsi and went on to oritioal suooess in New York. He then returned to
I.

,
Minnesota, where Ihe died in 1911. Although he remained aotive in the Minneapolis

i
I

art soene, Anderapn moved to Battle Lake, Minn., in 1961 and oreated a huge number

ot paintings and JraWingS on suoh oolorful themes as oarnivals and kites, as well as
1
I

ao~e abstraot Pie~es.
1

~i. works r,nge from abstraot paintings in bright oolors~ expr..~Ye line
. I

drawinas and past~-up oollages to soulptures in bronze and tin oans. Anderson may
!

be best known tori the 6-by-48-toot mural "carousel," oommissioned tor the Southdale
I

abopping oenter i~ 1956 and now hangina in the lobby ot the Brookdale Mall.

The museum ~s preparing a oomprehensive illustrated listina ot all Anderson's
I
1

works and a aobOl_rlY essay examinina his lite and art. Any intormation that might
I .

help abould be ae~t to University Art Museum, 110 Northrop Auditorium, 84 Churoh St.
!

i
S.~, Minneapo11s,jMN 55455. Or, oall Sheila MoQuire at (612) 624-1332.

-UNS-
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MEMO TO NEWS PEOPLE

The University of Minnesota Board of Regents will discuss

University of Minnesota e 6 Morrill Halle 100 Church St. S.E. e Minneapolis.

August 4, 1986
Contact PAT KASZUBA (612) 624-8520
or GWEN RUFF (612) 62 -5228

I

requests during its ~riday (Aug. 8) meeting. I

i

Regents will meet only one day this month. The bUdget will be ditcussed during

the committee of the whole meeting, which starts at 10:30 a.m. CaPita~ requests for
I
I

1987, including a new recreational sports facility and upgrading cl ssrooms, also

will be reviewed during the committee meeting.

Regents will discuss during an 8:30 a.m. meeting changes to the facuity

retirement plan that would increase flexibility and provide al ernatives to

investment of funds. Faculty members and administrators are dissatisfied with the

performance of the equity funds administered by insurance companies or retirement

plans. A faculty committee studied/the issue and recommended changes.
, ,

Regents will take action on a name change for the University Wi hout Walls at

the educational planning and policy committee_meeting. The p oposed name,

University College Program for Individualized Learning, better reflects the

program's new emphasis under "A Commitment to Focus," administrators h ve said.

Regents also will hear a report on options for dealing wi h increasing

property, liability and medical malpractice insurance costs at th finance and

legislative committee meeting.

Here is a sample of agenda items.

Friday, August 8

--Staff and student affairs committee, 8:30 a.m., 300 M rrill Hall.

Reorganization of faculty retirement plan.

(OVER)
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--Finance and legislative committee, 8:30 a.m., 23 Horrill HalL

Insurance/risk management program.

The following committees will meet after the 8:30 meetings ad·~urn.

--Educational planning and policy committee, 300 Morrill. ~ame change for

University Without Walls.

--Physical planning and operations committee, 238 Morrill.

--Committee of the whole, 10:30 a.m., 238 f1orrill. Budget req ests for 1987-89.

--Regular monthly meeting after committee of whole adjou ~s, 238 Morrill.

Recognition of Guggenheim Fellowship winners; final action on comm ttee votes.

-UNS-
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VACCINE AND DIAGNOSTIC TEST OFFER HOPE AMID
DISTURBING NEWS ABOUT LYME DISEASE

Lyme disease researchers have some bad news and some good news bout the tiok-

becoming more prevalent in the Midwest.

borne disease that's a major problem in Europe and the Eastern and is

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The bad news: Lyme disease is poorly diagnosed and sometimes imp ~perly treated
i

in its early stages. Without proper treatment it can progress ~o a ohronic

debilitating disease affecting muscles, joints, nerves and the heart. Cases are now

being reported of it affecting the brain. In addition, recent
I

! reports have

suggested that pregnant women can transmit the disease to their fetus $.

The good news: A vaccine, a diagnostic test and a more effect ~e antibiotic

treatment have shown promise in laboratory testing and may soon be av ilable.

Lyme disease, first described 11 year~ ago in Lyme, Conn., is ~ow the most

oommon tick-borne illness in the United States. It is probably even more common than

researchers suspect, because it is easy to misdiagnose, and phys oians are not

required to report cases to the Centers for Disease Control.

Early diagnosis and proper treatment of Lyme disease are

according to Russell C. Johnson, a microbiology professor at the Qniversity of

Minnesota. The acute symptoms of a rash and flu-like illness may g iaway with or

without treatment, but the disease leaves a type of bacterium in thel host's blood

that can oause severe symptoms to appear months or years later. "We a ~ finding that
!

proper treatment oan halt the progress of the severe problems, but it dannot reverse

neurological damage," said Johnson.

(HORE)
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Johnson has been studying the Lyme disease bacterium -- a spi qchete called

Borrelia burgdorferi -- for four years. He discovered that hamste~s develop an

infection, but not the more severe symptoms seen in humans, when iposed to the

spirochete. He found that the success of antibiotics in ridding ha~sters of any

trace of spirochetes correlates with their success in humans.

e significantIf that correlation between hamsters and humans holds true,

urine test; and effective antibiotic treatment for acute symptoms.

advances in fighting Lyme disease are imminent: a vaccine for dogs a diagnostic

Lyme disease causes arthritis and neurological problems in dogs and positive

tests for the disease have been reported in horses and livestock. Johnson can

immunize hamsters against Lyme disease, and if the vaccine is succe sful in dogs,

the development of a human vaccine will depend on whether there is a emand for one.

"I think there will be because we really can't control this disease," Johnson said.

The diagnostic urine test has shown promise in laboratory tr ~ls, and at a

recent meeting in Europe, Johnson learned that spirochetes were d ~ected in the

for

and

urine of mice infected with the disease. To his surprise, he found that this was

the Minnesota Department of Health to see if the more complicated b

also true in hamsters, dogs and humans. This summer Johnson is worki

Lyme disease antibodies confirm positive urine tests in humans. If they do, a

diagnostic urine kit could be developed to be used by physicians and veterinarians.

Johnson's laboratory is also evaluating antibiotics used to tre4~ people with

Lyme disease. Oral penicillin 1s often used to treat people with acu~e symptoms of

the disease. Those with chronic signs of the disease are hospitalized nd given high

doses of intravenous penicillin for 14 days. But not everyone respond , and Johnson

found that penicillin does not completely eliminate the spirochete fro hamsters. He

found that an antibiotic called ceftriaxone, sold under the brand nam iRocephin, is

more effective, apparently because it penetrates into joints and the cerebrospinal

fluid and is active in the blood longer than penicillin.

(MORE)
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During a recent visit to Europe Johnson heard a case report of spi ochetes found

at autopsy in an infant who died shortly after birth; the mother had received

penicillin for acute Lyme disease in her first trimester. A report fro West Germany

supported his antibiotic therapy evaluations.

A tragically severe and enigmatic picture of the chronic nature 0 Lyme disease

was presented in June by speakers at a conference sponsored by the niversity of

Minnesota microbiology department and 3M. Dr. Allen C. Steere, a Yale University

medicine professor, told of a 27-year-old man who had been placed in a psychiatric

hospital for three months because of severe personality changes ~ggestive of

progressive dementia. Fortunately, a brain biopsy revealed spirochete , and the man

was treated for Lyme disease. Two months later he was able to return t work.

The Lyme disease-carrying tick, Ixodes dammini, breeds on white- ooted mice in

wooded areas and adjacent grasslands. Its spread over the past de ade has been

linked to the proliferation of deer herds in the states in which it is most common:

New Jersey, New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, tsconsin and

Minnesota.

The first Twin Cities-area ticks capable of carrying Lyme disease were recently

discovered in North Oaks, a St. Paul suburb. North Oaks has the lar ~st and most

concentra ted deer herd in the seven-county metropolitan area. imilar deer

concentrations near communities in New England have resulted in epid~mics of Lyme

disease. Sixteen percent of 160 residents of Great Island, Hass., tetted positive

for Lyme disease antibodies, and 50 percent of those people had sym~toms of Lyme

disease. Johnson and colleagues have begun working with North oakslresidents to

evaluate the potential of the problem.

Without a vaccine, the only prevention against Lyme disease is aution, says

Johnson. The ticks are active in wooded areas from April through Oct ~er. Wearing

light clothing and long pants tucked into socks will help preven ticks from

reaching the skin. Tick sprays for humans and tick collars for dogs ma be helpful.

(t10RE)
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The Lyme disease tick is mUCh smaller than a wood tick or dog ti k. The bite is

not painful, and the tick drops off after becoming engorged with th blood of its

host. If a tick is found embedded in the skin, it should be gent y removed by

grasping it with a tweezers as close to the skin as possible. The tick should be

saved in a jar and the date noted to aid in diagnosis in case symptom develop.

In about 75 percent of people infected, the first symptom is usua 1y a red rash

that starts at the site of the bite and grows in a circular, often rinrlike, pattern

with central clearing. Some people develop flu-like complaints, seve~e fatigue and

abnormal heartbeat. If early symptoms do not appear, or if they ar~ not properly

diagnsosed and treated, chronic symptoms may develop. These may include swollen

joints, chronic arthritis, meningitis, neurological problems and brai~ disturbances.
I

The success with which the spread of Lyme disease is revers ~ and severe

disability is prevented depends on greater awareness by the medical rofession and

the pUblic, Johnson said.

-UNS-

(Lyme Disease/Al,19jBl,4,6;Cl,19;Dl,19)
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REGENTS DISCUSS U OF M '87-89 BUDGET REQUESTS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

innesota 55455
I

12) 624-5228

University of Minnesota administrators will be taking a new tack lin requesting

money from the Legislature this coming session, the Board of Regents was told Friday

(Aug.8) •

The university's 1987-89 operating budget request will have fewer c~tegories of

requests in the hope of gaining greater flexibility for regents and a ministrators

in matching bUdget allocations with university priorities, said Stanle !Kegler, vice

president for institutional relations who is the chief lobbyist.

University administrators would like to rank third in the Big 10 on the amount

of money spent on students in teaching programs, President Kenneth H. Keller said.

To do that in one year, the university would need a budget increase Qf about $25

million.

Instead, administrators will suggest smaller yearly increases and let

enrollments drop, allowing institutional spending for each student to increase. An

enrollment decrease is one of the major elements of Keller's "Commitm nt to Focus"

plan for university improvements.

Keller also said that the university hasn't been allocated enou h money for

fixed costs like fuel and electricity in recent years and that those bi Is have been

paid with money that should have gone for teaching programs. With fe er students,

the university could catch up on spending for classes and other prog fl.ms, Keller

told regents.

(r-10RE)
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"This strategy implies a sort of let-it-happen scenario, WhiChi poses several
I

dilemmas," Kegler said. "One is that the institutions we are running! hard to catch
I

up with are running even harder to stay ahead. Thus, we can't just ~ait to let it

happen; we must have some additional improvements now or we will fall Itoo far behind

to even retain a hope of catching up."

Another problem is that fall quarter applications and adm~ssions to the
!

university are up, Keller said.

"That is not a good thing for us," Keller said. "It is not a good deal to admit

more students into an overcrowded university. If (enrollments) are not capped, we

are stuck in the situation we see here. vie are terribly underfunded."

Administrators will pare the current version of the biennial bUdget request by

$20 million to $25 million by September, when the board will be asked for its

approval. A capital improvements request will be up for board action in October.

The board approved construction of a $7.3 million Plan~ to produce
I
!

anti lymphoblast globulin (ALG) on the St. Paul campus. ALG is ~sed in organ

transplants to suppress tissue rejection; its production involve~ use of horse
!

blood.

Tne university will have the only licensed ALG production f110ility in the

country, administrators said. Construction funding will come. from surgery

department sources.

The Food and Drug Administration has stringent requirements that Icontributed to
I
I

the cost of the facility, said Clinton Hewitt, associate vice preside~t for physical
i

planning. Production facilities must be separated from the areas where live animals

are kept, he said.

Regents also discussed a request from owners of the Radisson un~versity Hotel

to lease more land directly nortn of the hotel for construction of an indoor

swimming pool. The university will preserve a walkway that starts at ~ak Street and

Washington Avenue and continues across campus, Hewitt said.

(MORE)
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Regent Erwin Goldfine of Duluth said he was worried about givinglup more land
I

when the hotel owners were having trouble making monthly mortgage pay~ents. He also
I

worried that proposals for a recreational sports facility in the area 1ear Memorial

Stadium would be hampered.

David Lilly, vice president for finance, said administrators

the owners had adequate financing before bringing the additional

back to the board for action.

,

W01ld

lea~e
I

make sure

proposal

Regents approved the name University College Program for Individualized
I

Learning to replace University Without Walls to better reflect the program's mission

under "A Commitment to Focus."

-UNS-

(U of M BUdget/A1,3;B1,6;C1,3)
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U OF M GETS GRANTS FOR BLINDNESS RESEARCH

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Research to Prevent Blindness (RPB) has granted $30,000 to the ,University of

Minnesota's ophthalmology department to support research into tne causes, treatment

and prevention of blinding diseases.

"We can't emphasize enough the importance of these grants," ~aid Donald J.

Doughman, ophthalmology chair at the university. "They provide freedom for our

scientists and tneir impact is felt at every level of our research program. We've

received $288,000 from RPB over the past 27 years, and this year'$ award is 20

percent greater than last year's. This type of support is especiall>' welcome now

during these times of federal bUdget cuts."

RPB is the world's leading voluntary organization supporting vi~ion research.

It has given more than ~60 million to promote research on the eye'and its many

diseases. Grants are made annually to more than 50 ophthalmology departments

nationwide to assure the continued progress and vitality of eye resea~ch.

-UNS-

(Blindness/A1,19;B1,4,6;C19)
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U OF MINNESOTA NMiES HEART-LUNG INSTITUTE CO-DIRECTOR

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

innesota 55455

(612) 624-5100

Carl \~. tolhite, formerly professor of medicine at the University of Iowa, has

been named co-director of the University of Minnesota Heart and Lung Institute.

White was also named director of clinical cardiology services and d~rector of the

heart catheterization laboratory at the university. I

"This is an exciting time to join a dynamic group of physicians ~nd scientists

in their quest for pre-eminence in treatment and research in c rdiovascular

diseases," said White. "I look forward to helping the University of fw'l"nnesota Heart

and Lung Institute achieve its goal as one of the premier centers for ardiovascular

disease treatment in the country."

A 1964 Universi ty of Nebraska Medical School graduate, LoIhi te ompleted his

internship at the University of Oregon and his residency at the Unive sity of Iowa.

He stayed at Iowa until accepting the Minnesota job. White became an assistant

professor in 1913, an associate professor in 1918 and a professor in 11986. He was

director of the coronary care unit at the Veterans Administration H04Pital in Iowa

City from 1916 to 1981. He directed the Heart Catheterization L1boratory and

Interventional Cardiology Service at Iowa from 1918 to 1986. J
White has written numerous scientific pUblications and is a re iewer for the

I

New England Journal of Medicine and the American Journal of Cardiology.

-UNS-

(Carl White/A1,19jB1,4,6;C19)
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FORMER U OF MINNESOTA JOURNALISM PROFESSOR DIES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

University of Minnesota journalism professor emeritus Fred L. Kildow, 87, died

Wednesday (Aug. 13) in College Station, Texas.

Memorial services have not yet been scheduled.

Kildow's work centered around college and high school newspapers land yearbooks.

He was director of the Minnesota State High School Press Associatiod for 35 years.

He also founded and headed the National Scholastic Press Association

American Collegiate Press in 1933. Kildow's wife, Lucille, who died

ip 1928 and the

l~st year, also
I

helped develop the organizations.

He received the first National Council of College pUblicatfons Advisers
,

distinguished service award in 1962. He was cited for guiding the n~tion's student

publications and their advisers in maintaining standards of excellen~e as director

of the national press associations.

Kildow also wrote many publications designed to aid in propucing school
I

publications. He was associate editor of Scholastic Editor magaZin+ from 1948 to

1950 and publisher until he retired in 1965.

He joined the university in 1928 and became a full professor i~ 1959. Kildow

worked as a journalist in Whitewater, Wis., for three years befo1e joining the

I

university faculty.

He is survived by a daughter, Kathleen Leabo of College Station,1 Texas; a son,

William, who lives in West Germany; and several grandchildren.

-UNS-

(A1,18;B1,6,12;C18;D18)
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NEW U OF M PROGRAM WILL AID SEXUAL ASSAULT VICTIMS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Counseling services at the University of Minnesota this fall will include a new

center for sexual assault victims, providing emergency services ~nd long-term

counseling, advocacy and education.

Before the center was established, the fight against sexual violence was spread

among the health service, the university police, student housing, studtnt affairs, a

safety and security committee and the women's center. Their efforts created a
I

cumbersome patchwork of services with obvious gaps in resources and a~ilities, said

Anne Truax, director of the universi ty's Minnesota Women's Center ftr the past 16

years.

University support for sexual abuse services has fluctuated o,er the years,
I

Truax said. But university administrators threw their weight behindl the proposal

after a Madison, Wis., woman accused three university basketball Pla~ers of raping

her in January. The three were acquitted in July.

Soon after the charges were made, university President Kenneth H. Keller said
I

the university's primary concern was with the alleged victim, not Wi~h the fate of
I

its athletic program or with its public image. He pledged better!OOordination
I

between the university's existing resources and increased prevention erforts.
I

"I found that very gratifying, and he's been supportive of our! efforts ever
I

since," Truax said. I

Recently the administration committed $70,000 to creating a stxual violence

program as part of the university's counseling services.

(MORE)
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i

Truax figures the likelihood of such a program was "zilch" t.,heln the women's
I

center began 26 years ago as the only one of its kind in the countr~. The biggest

concern then was careers for women re-entering the labor market or f9r young women

earning post-secondary degrees. The topic of sexual violence was stilt sufficiently

taboo for a university to devote an entire program to it, she said. I

Ireno Greene, director of the sexual violence program, said she Iplans to talk

to as many university classes as she can about the center and the m~ths of sexual

assault -- that rape is only among strangers, that it is forced on~y upon young,

attractive females at night. She wants people to recognize the many f~ces of sexual

stereotypes and harassment. The center will provide videotape and film presen-

tations on these topics and the center's services.

Greene earned a master's degree in education, guidance and counselling from the

i
University of Wisconsin at Superior where she was counseling service~ director and

coordinator of the Women's Resources Center. She expects to speak tol an estimated

!9,000 new students during orientation. I

The program will serve women and men -- victims, perpetratorsl and others -

since their reactions to sexual harassment, assault and incest are ~imilar, Truax
!

said. i

i

As the program raises the issue of sexual violence across ca~pus, having

counseling available through the women's center will be important, she said. "We

can't stir up the waters without providing some kind of solution for p~ople who hear

I

The sexual violence program offers a 24-hour crisis telephone se~Vice that is

staffed during business hours by student volunteers; calls rollover

sexual assault program after hours.

-UNS-

(Sexual Abuse Program/Al,10,22jBl,6,Cl,10,22;D22)
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U OF M HORTICULTURE PROFESSOR
ELECTED SOCIETY FELLOW

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

y.' , ;..

, .

innesota 55455

612) 624-5228

Wesley Hackett, University of Minnesota horticulture and landscape architecture

professor, has been elected a 1986 fellow of the American Society for Horticultural

Science.

Hackett is being recognized for research efforts in ornamental horticulture,

flower control mechanisms, in vitro manipulations of growth regulator that control

shoot proliferation and root generation concepts. The award also ()wledges his

leadership in graduate training, administrative work at the ersities of

California and Minnesota and ASHS committee and journal work.

Hackett is one of 14 fellows elected this year by society membe $. They were

honored Aug. 16 during the society's annual meeting at the University of California-

Davis.

-UNS-

(Society Fellow/A21;B1,6,C21;D21)
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U OF M RADIO COURSES TO INCLUDE
PHONE-IN WORKSHOPS

(FOR Ir1MEDIATE RELEASE)

innesota 55455

creative writing skills.

MN 55455, telephone (612) 624-3338.

Ita ne\i direction in independent study programming," he said.

,

Two new University of Minnesota courses to be offered over KUOM radio will

feature phone-in workshops this fall.

For the first time in a radio course, students and other listeners will be able

to call in and discuss questions with the instructors.

A call-in writers workshop will be part of a fiction writing course to be

taught by Alan Burns, associate English professor. Students will learn how to write

fiction through proper use of diction, structure, plot and dialogte. Readings,

discussions and extensive practice will be used to help students improve their

I

\

A call-in leadership forum will be offered in Robert Terry's c~ass entitled
i

Leadership: Definitions, Dimensions, Directions. Terry, a senior fe~low with the

Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs, will examine how Ito become an

effective leader and what roles race, class and gender play in leadership and
I

ethics. The class also will feature interviews with national figures. I

Ralph Brauer, assistant coordinator of media-assisted instru~tion in the

independent stUdy department, said he hasn't heard of any other U.S~ colleges or

universities offering student participation in radio classes. The clasres represent

'I

I

I

Fall quarter starts Sept. 25. For more information, contact Brauer at the

Independent Study Department, 45 Wesbrook Hall, 77 Pleasant St. S.E., I t1inneapolis,

\

-UNS-

(Radio Courses/A1,S,16;B1,6,8;C1,S,16)
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PUBLIC MEETING ON AQUIFER HEAT STORAGE SET

(FOR I~1EDIATE RELEASE)
I

Results of the first long-term Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage project will be

discussed at a 7 p.m. meeting Sept. 3 in the University of Minnesota St. Paul

Student Center.
I

The meeting is part of the review of the project, which involves I removing and

heating groundwater, storing it underground for two months and drawin~ it out again
I

to measure the heat recovery. University of Minnesota scientists reoe9t1Y completed

one round of such tests and need permission from the rUnnesota POllJtion Control
!

Agency and other state agencies for a second round.

Storage of excess heat in groundwater for winter use may be feasible in some

areas, the scientists say.

-UNS-

(Aquifer Meeting/A1,6,17;B1,2,6,10;C1,17;D1,17)
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CALIFORNIA UTILITY COMMISSIONER WILL HEAD
MINNESOTA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Priscilla C. Grew, a member of the California Public Utilities comrission, will

become director of the Minnesota Geological Survey at the University of Minnesota

Nov. 1.

Grew earned a bachelor's degree in geology from Bryn Mawr Cpllege and a
I

doctorate in geology from the University of California at Berkeley, aId has taught

at Eoston College and the University of California at Davis and Los ngeles. She
I

became director of the california Department of Conservation in 1977 a d has been a

public utilities commissioner since 1981. The five-member commission regulates

1,500 investor-owned utilities and transportation companies and more than $25

billion annually in California utility rates.

"Dr. Grew brings to the university and, in particular, to t~e Minnesota

Geological Survey the intellectual and leadership qualities necessary for us in

Minnesota to continue to make great progress in the area of conser~ation of our

natural resources and in their rational exploitation," said Ettore Inf4nte, dean of
!

the University of Minnesota's Institute of Technology. "I am personal~y pleased to

have such an outstanding individual to provide a role model for the man~ young women
I

who are pursuing careers in science and technology." !

Grew also will be a professor in the university's geology anf geophysics

department. She succeeds £oilatt ~val ton, who retired June 30 as head 0t the survey,

and acting director Glenn Morey. I

-UNS-

(Grew Appointment/A1,6,22;B1,11;C1,6,22;F4)
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PUBLIC r1EETING ON AQUIFER HEAT STORAGE SET

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Results of the first long-term Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage project will be

discussed at a 7 p.m. meeting Sept. 3 in the University of Minnesota St. Paul

Student Center.

The meeting is part of the review of the project, ~lhich involves! removing and

heating groundwater, storing it underground for two months and drawina it out again

to measure the heat recovery. University of Minnesota scientists receqtlY completed
,

one round of such tests and need permission from the rUnnesota Poll~tion Control
i

Agency and other state agencies for a second round.
,

Storage of excess heat in groundwater for winter use may be fea~ible in some

areas, the scientists say.

-UNS-

(Aquifer Meeting/A1,6,17;B1,2,6,10;C1,17;D1,17)
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AQUIFER HEAT STORAGE WORKS, U OF M STUDY FINDS

By Deane Morrison
University News Service

innesota 55455
986
612) 624-2346

What if all the waste heat from power plants, garbage incinerators or even home
I

computers could be stored for use in winter? It might happen, now that a system to

store heat in underground water for winter use has passed a long-terim test at the

University of Minnesota.

About 25 million gallons of water were withdrawn from an aquifer nder the Twin

Cities, heated and returned to the aquifer. After about two months 0 storage, the

water was again withdrawn and about 60 percent of its heat was re Overed. The

system would provide a good way to store waste heat, geologist Marc Ho er said.

He and Matt Walton, both at the university's Minnesota Geolo ical Survey,

presented results of their aquifer thermal energy storage (ATES)

Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference in San Diego.

oject at the

ATES holds the most promise as a way to reclaim waste hea , said John

Splettstoesser, another geologist who worked on the proJect. Solar:' heat or heat

from power plants, computer centers or garbage incinerators could be stored during

the summer and used in cold weather.

"Storing and using waste heat could help people get through pa t of the cold

season before turning to more expensive heating such as coal and oil,· Hoyer said.

"This could also help a country like Sweden, which gets 60 percent f its energy

from nuclear power and is committed to being nuclear-free by t ~ year 2010.

Projects similar to this are going on in Sweden now, and also in Denmark,

Switzerland, the Netherlands and other countries."

(HORE)
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Hoyer, along with other survey scientists and the staff of the university's

Physical Plant, pumped the water from the Franconia-Ironton-Galesvil e aquifer, a

200-foot-thick layer of porous sandstone and shale lying 600 feet b low the Twin

Ci ties. After heating the water to 240 degrees, they returned itt the aquifer

through a nearby well. That phase of the project took from mid-Nov mber 1984 to

late January 1985.

The hot water lay in the ground until April 1985, when the team I began pumping

it out again and testing it. When they had pumped out the same amount of hot water

that had been stored, they found its average temperature was 161 degre~s.

"It showed we can get a significant amount of the heat energYI back," Hoyer

said. "Conservatively, that comes out to about 60 percent."

In the university's test, the stored water was hot enough

but it had to be softened to keep from clogging the machinery,

whole system, including the wells, is on the university's St. Paul

The

The project has drawn fire from some environmentalists, whO cIa m there is no

way to predict the effects of storing hot water in aquifers.

"Our best estimates early in

effects, but we can't prove that

said.

the project showed that there will be no adverse

until our tea'a are completed," sttettatoaaaer

Civil and mineral engineering professor Steven Eisenreich ~nd his staff

analyzed groundwater aamplea for a variety of chemicala. So far, no htrmful effecta

on the groundwater have turned up, Splettstoesser said.

"The volume of underground space used is about the size of a chu

football field on top and 200 feet thick, and the 25 million gallons

as big as a

water used

~ver those months is much less than the 196 million gallons pumped ev ~y day in the

Twin Cities in 1919," Splettstoesser said. "The aquifer has no othe users in the

vicinity of the project and isn't very heavily used anywhere in this area because

other aquifers give more and better water for domestic and commercial use."

(HORE)
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The ATES project began in 1980 with a grant from the U.S. Depart ~nt of Energy

through Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories. The project is m ~aged by the

survey and the university's Physical Plant. Walton was the principa !investigator

and Robert Miller of the U.S. Geological Survey, St. Paul, also partie pated. Total

funding so far is about $3.9 million. Between November 1982 and Dec ~ber 1983 the

team ran several short-term tests, in which hot water was stored for about eight

days.

The ATES team plans a second long-term test soon. The Minnesbta Pollution

Control Agency and other state regulatory agencies are reviewing the JesuIts of the

the

Future tests will determine how much water softening is need

meeting, at which first test results will be outlined. A second tes is needed to

cycles. And, because rock in the storage area of the aquifer is still

Splettstoesser said.

confirm that the results are consistent, which is required for any a plied system,

first test before allowing the second. The review process includes a ept. 3 public

last test, the team wants to see what effect that will have on energy recovery.

One effect of adopting an ATES heating system is already clear: Such a system

will require a substantial initial investment. Local geology, water Qhemistry and

environmental regulations may also mean modifications to the sys em or even a

complete thumbs-down in some places. But ATES does work, the universi~y team found,

and they hope to prove it will continue to work.

"The initial cost is high, but eventually a system like this ould pay for

itself," Splettstoesser said.

-UNS-
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U OF M TO START CAREER BEGINNINGS PROGRAN

(FOR I~tt4EDIATE RELEASE)

The University of Minnesota is one of 24 U.S. colleges and universities awarded

grants to work with area businesses in a Career Beginnings program for high school

students.

Career

is designed

Beginnings, a project of the Commonwealth Fund, a New Yc[k foundation,

to help students hampered by poverty, family problems or discrimination

complete high school and get jobs or continue their educations.

!

The 100 students chosen for the program are "pretty much averag~ students who
I

aren't in the top 10 percent of their class, who work hard and ~hO aren't far

behind," said Diane Hedin of the Center for Youth Development and Research, Which is

directing the university program. "These are the kids who kind of fall between the

cracks. They think they should go on to college because that helps ehsure success,

but they don't quite believe in themselves enough to ensure that future."

Participating students will be high school seniors this fall and will be

paired with mentors in fields the young people are interested in.

"The mentor's job is to be a guide, an encourager of kids,r Hedin said.

Nentors will help students analyze their academic strengths and weaknelsses and point
!

them in the direction of getting help in overcoming any deficiencies.

academic

deficiencies, preparing resumes and finding full- or part-time jobs.

,

Students also will get help 1n selecting a college, impro~ing
I

I
!

I
A workshop on career development and planning is scheduledinext

(HORE)

summer.
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Students also will get practical assistance in filling out college an~ financial aid
i

applications.

The university has received a $100,000 grant for two yefirs from the
i

Commonwealth Fund. Pillsbury Co. has donated about $60,000. Another $100,000 has
i

come from Universi ty of I'1innesota President Kenneth H. Keller's de~elopment fund.
I
i

About $300,000 in wages for summer jobs will be paid by a variety of 4orporations.

I

Other program sponsors are Augsburg College, the Minneapolis Com~unity Business
I

Employment Alliance, Minneapolis and St. Paul public schools, 3M and the Minneapolis

Chamber of Commerce.

Mentors are needed in print and broadcast journalism, business, architecture,

engineering, auto meChanics and music.

For more information on the program,

Development and Research, 386 McNeal Hall,

telephone (612) 624-3227 or 624-3700.

contact Hedin at the ce1ter for Youth

i

1985 Buford Ave., St. Paul~ Minn., 55108,

-UNS-

(College Beginnings Program/A1,15,16,B1,6,9;C1,15,16)
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EDUCATION DEMOGRAPHICS EXPERT WILL DISCUSS
FUTURE OF COLLEGE STUDENTS

(FOR I~lEDIATE RELEASE)

Harold L. Hodgkinson, an expert on education demographics, will discuss college

students of the future and how they can be better prepared during a S~pt. 11 seminar

sponsored by the University of Minnesota Board of Regents and the State University

Board.
i

HOdgkinson, a senior fellow at the American Council on Education,1 will speak at
I

an 8: 30 to 11: 30 a.m. seminar in the Hubert H. Humphrey Center audi:torium on the

west bank of the Minneapolis campus. He will address University of Mi9nesota regents

and State University Board members, state legislative leaders and rep~esentatives of
i

Minnesota's private and public education systems and the governor's office.

A consultant to 600 colleges and universities, Hodgkinson is widely kno~n as a

lecturer and analyst of educational issues.
I

He has directed eight ~ajor research

projects, including the Carnegie Commission study of institutions in transition and

projects for the U.S. Office of Education and the Exxon, Ford and Atlantic Richfield

foundations.

Hodgkinson has held several positions in education, and wa~
I
i

President Ford to head the National Institute of Education in 1975.1

undergraduate degree at the University of Minnesota, a master's degreJ
i

appointed by

He earned an

from vlesleyan

University and a doctorate from Harvard University. I

To attend the free seminar, which is being co-hosted by Char~es McGuiggan,

regents ohair, and Rod Searle, State University Board president, oafl the regents

office at (612) 625-6300 or the State University Board at (612) 296-3t17.

-UNS-
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A talk by famed Stanford University surgeon Norman Shumway,

innesota 55455

612) 624-5200

nursing uniforms and a fireworks display, are among events planned 0 commemorate

the 75th anniversary of the University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinio Sept. 5.
I

Jamie Fiske, the 4-year-old t1assachusetts girl who madeneadlints almost four

years ago when her father made a public appeal for a liver for h r, will cut a

birthday cake for the hospital's anniversary while she's in the Twin ities for her I
I

annual physical examination. She'll arrive in Minneapolis with her f ther, Charles,

Tuesday (Sept. 2) on Northwest Airlines flight 51 at 5:37 p.m. of her

examination will be discussed at a news conference Sept. 4 at 2: o p.m. in the

Surgery Conference Room, 11-157 Phillips-\-langensteen Building, 51 Delaware St.

S.E., on the university's Minneapolis campus. Sept. 5 anniversary ev include:

-~1:30 p.m. Celebration ceremonies, Diehl Plaza, north of tne $W Univer~ity

Hospital. Phillip Morris, the first baby born at the University of Minnesota

Hospi tal, will be present, along with Jamie Fiske. Hospital dire tor C. Edward

SChwartz will preside. I

--2:30 p.m. Anniversary address, 2-470 Phillips-Wangensteen BUi~ding. Norman

Shumway, professor and chair of cardiovascular surgery at Stanford U1iversity and a

former university faculty and medical staff member, will speak for !about an hour.

He'll answer a few questions immediately after his talk. i

--3:45 p.m. Modeling o~ nurses' uni~orms. Diehl Plaza. uni~orms, from the past

50 years will be shown.
i
I

--8:30 p.m. Slide show and fireworks display, roof of Ramp 13,1 just off East
I

River Road.
-UNS-
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